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American Pfauters Ihirdl generation of eNC
controlled gear manufactm,ing machines
offer increased capabilities. This equipment
includes automatic work'piece, t'ncl:ureand
cutter changing. lintegrated ins,pection and
size control and cell or system capability.
The worldwide acceptance of Pfauter CNC
Hobbingand Finishing, Kapp CNC
'C.QntrolledC9N Hard Gear '&, Form Grlindil1g,
Hoefler ONC Gear Inspection Centers and
the Sykes eNC Shaping equipment has
prod'uced revol'uUonary changes. Automotive, aerospace, marine, in fact, every
industry using: gears no Iionger questions
whether or not to use this technology. ,.. Iits a
matter of survival.

The Peolrlle'
At American Pifauter we're' carrying on the
tradition of excellence begun in 1900. We're
involvedl in excitingl new directions in gear
manutacturingihat have already made

traditional technology obsolete. Thanks to
the talent and dedicat.ed efforts of om
people, the new generation of CNC 'gear
systems are, presently in use in American
Industry. Tile engineers, technicians,
deSigners and sta« that makie up Amer'ican
Pfauter are' the best and briiglltestlhe gear
industry has to offer. The wealth of
know'ledgeand experience they possess,
together with their infectious enthusiasm to
su-cceed just can't be found anywhere else.

'The' CommiHmeni
The American Pfauter family of companies
lis committed to offer.ing a complete range ,of
modem CNC gear production technology.
Everything from individual hobbing. ,grinding,
measuring and finishing machines. to
customized flexible gear manufacturing:
syst,ems for large' or smaliliot sizes. For
additional information, contact American
Pfauter Ltd., 925 lEast IEstes Avenue, Elk
Grove Village, It 60007. Phone 1312)
640~7500.
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Who Says Quality Has to Cost
We Don't!

New Angle Gear produces precision, hard finished
spiral bevel gearing, at cut and lapped prices.
Utilizing the Klingelnberg HPG·S method, stateof-the-art equipment delivers spiral bevel gears up
to 30 inches diameter, at AGMA Levels 10-13.And
New Angle gears accommodate higher loads
(torque) with "whisper" quiet operation. Or ... you
may opt to reduce gear size to further reduce cost.
Also, matched sets are a thing of the past with
our process of proven repeatabi Iity.
Our FREE quick facts brochure can
tell you a lot more ... Write or Call:

NEW ANGLE GEAB
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Phone: (215) 337·5400
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l\TOTES FROM
truE EDITOR'S
DESK
The last t\YO moIlChs
have been both a
tfme cI c.IftcuIly and
d growth
GEAR
TEO-fNOlOGY.
UnexpeaecIy, Ita.nd
myseI' In the hospital.
having surgery. and
consequenUy cu d
commission for SM!'aI
~.
At the same
time. two IndIvIcIuaIS
on our starr lost tarnt,'
members. and most
cI this period saw us
far thIS preshOw IMTS ISSUe whle be-

Dear Edj~or:

rcr

Since we are a high volume shop, we were particularly interested in Mr. Kotlyar's article describing
the effects of hob length on production efficiency
which appeared in the Sept/Oct issue of GEAR
TECHNOLOGY. Unfortunately, some readers may
be unnecessarily deterred from applying the analysis
to their own situations by the formidability of the
mathematical calculations. I am making the following small suggestion concerning the evaluation of
the constant terms.
The article's author adroitly recognizes that the ratio
alb == sinrq) when he uses equation (2.31 of the line
in reducing the three equations ,into one
polynominal in order to determine the length of the
roughing zone. That same relationship can be
employed in equation (2.2) of the workpiece
eclipse; that is:

When the substitution for X2 is made by using the
above equality. the original constants of the fourth
degree polynominal are reduced to simple single
term expressions in four of the five terms:

KA "" cos2q
K8

=

-2Yo

cos2q

KC = YQ2cos2q + (HO/2J2sin2q - b2
KD "" +2b2Yo

R. Mory
Process Engineer
Gear Development Department
Ford Motor Trans. & Chassis Div.
Livonia" Michigan

(continued on page
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3-1 J, 1986, the IntematiOnal MachIne
wm be held at McCormick Place ExposI1iCn Cerur ThIs show will be even Iafger than In
years past. ~
to occupy over 2 million
square feet
will see a much needed In'1provement. a ctJIflJ! d organIZadon d exhI:iIrJrs that wi
ptace ~
d similar Unes In one area Most
Gear ~
Man~
will be Iocab!d it the
new McCoImick Place Notth This should make yru
vtstt to the ShoW eaSIer and ITIOIe procIuatve
~

Toof Show

we

As an added convenience to our readers, we have
Included a spedallndex d our advertisers with
boorh nurl't1ers and building locations. ThIs index
will help you nnd the equipment you ~
been
reading about A preliminary Index wi. appear In this
Issue, and next Issue. Make your travel arrangements
to Chicago early - this could be the biggest
show yet

43)
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''THE WORLD OF MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY"

McCormick Place North will expand IMTS-86 exhibit space to 1 million. sq. ft. Houses registration & conference areas. Most Gear manufacturers
will be in this building.

September 3-11 the 1986 international Machine Tool Show, 'The
World of Manufacturing Technology",
will be held at the McCormick Place
Exposition Center in Chicago. Mere
than 10(x) exhibits from over thirty
countries are planned. These exhibits
will present a complete range of
machine-tool products from 2-story
high presses to complete manufacturing systems, lathes, lasers, CADI
CAM systems and robotics.
This year's show wiH have a number of improvements over previous
exhibitions. For the first time, the 'entire exposition will be all in one place ..
All three buildings of the McCormick
Place complex, including the new

6 Gear Technology

North Annex, will be used for the
show. Similar product lines win be
grouped together to enable visitors to
more easily locate the types of products which are of interest to them.

In conjunction with the show itself,
the Third Biennial International Machine Tool Technical Conference will
be held. This conference will feature
more than 300 papers on over 100
subjects.
The show, which will be open from
9:00 am through 6:00 pm, is located
just south of the Chicago. loop and is
easily accessible by both automobile
and public transportation. This location puts visitors near hotels, restaurants, shopping, and major museums.

Many hotels and restaurants, an:' also
located near O'Hare Airport. Visitors
arriving at OHare Airport will find
public transportation easily available ..
Those Iraveling by car can access the
Kennedy Expressway which runs
directly between O'Hare and the exposition center on Lake Shore Dr. For
more information on hotels, entertainment and transportation in Chicago,
contact the Chicago. Convention and
Tourism Bureau, (312) .225-5000 or the
Illinois Office of Tourism, (800)

223-0121.
For copies of registration fonns or
for more information on ]MTS call
(301) 662-9412 .. Individuals registering
before August 3, 1986 will receive a
50% discount,

Before }lOU b'uya' eNC Gear
Inspection svstem, ask
these four Questions

1. Can we get complete nspect on of
both g,ears and cutting tools?

ac

With the M & M2000
System, the answer is
~. The system wiU test lead and linvolute profil's
characteristics of mternal or external gears and splines.
It is the only universal geaJ tester available which provides
true index testingl without expensive attachments. In addition,
we havefully-deve oped software for cl'leckjngl hobs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutlers, arid olMr cylind'r,ica'i parts slIch as
WOmlS, and cams.

Hob Pressure.Ang

8' Check

3. OK, you can In peet gear
,andcutt ng tools" What else is ava"lable to
aid us In quality control 01the manufacturing
process?
At MI & MI Precision, we nave fully integratedl such adVancedl
softw.are pa.ckages as SlatisticalllProoess Contro'l and Tooth
Topography into our standard testing soltware. OUf SPC program can identify non-random variations and provide ,early
warning o'variations which are approaching tolerance limits.
Our Tooth Topographysoflw8re features automatic t.estingl of
lead and involute at multiple locations and Iprovides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

Slilaver CuHer ILead Check

2. Can you customize 501twar to meet our ,qualityinspection sp cifications?
At 1M,s. M Precisioll, we write and develop our ,own mspeenon
software. Our technical team can and has implemen1ed inspection specifiCations into specitic software for individual re'q-uirements. Our current library IncllJdes line/cUlve filting as
welJlas modi1ied K-charl analy~js routines.

SPC Run Chari

4. Do you have th technical support team and nsta lat,ion elp ri nc to back up the hardware and
software provided?
At 1M,s. M Precision, we have a technical team wilh over 45
man·years,of experience lin developing CNC gear inspecti.on
hardware and software. All software for our ,ac 2000 System
has, been developed in-'nouse. In addition, we have worrking
installations at these leading companies:
• Genera.! Motors
• Cinoinnati Milacron
• TlAW
• Chrysler
• Ford Motor
• Pratt & WI1itney
• 'Warner Gear
• Rocketdyne
IF,Ofdetails on our advanced ac 2000 System and available
software, contact M ,& M Precision Systems, 300 IProgress
IAoad, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449,5131859--8273.

M&M' PRECISION
,SYSTEMS
CIRClE A.o ON REA'DER IREPlV CARr

Mechanical Efficiency 0£
Differential Gearing
1

D. Yu
N. Beachley
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisc.onsin

lltustration cou~te5yof
Bred Foote Gear Works. Inc.
Cicero, It

Introduction
Mechanical

efficiency is an important

General Considerations
index of gearing,

especially for epicyclic gearing. Because of its compact size,
light weight, the capability of a high speed ratio, and the
ability to provide differential action, epicyclic gearing is very
versatile, and its use is increasing. However, attention should
be paid to effieiency not only to save energy, but sometimes
also to make the transmission run smoothly or to avoid a
sel:f-locking condition. For example, a Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT) is attractive for motor vehicles (and
especially for flywheel or other energy storage hybrid
vehicles), but most types of CVT have poor efficiency, and
the energy loss of a vehicular CVT can be comparable to the
road load energy. (1) The split-path or bifurcated power
transmission is One promising type of CVT, consisting in
some cases of diffe.Jlential gearing and a traction drive used
to change the speed ratio continuously (Fig.. 1). It is convenient to caU the latter a Continuously Variable Unit (CVU)
to differentiate it from the overall CVT system. Traction drive
systems have a significant loss through slip and creep:
therefore, it is important to reduce the amount of power flowing through the CVUas much as possible; and many studies
concerning this problem have been done.l2-6) In most of
them, however, the efficiency of the differential has net been
taken into account, consequently the calculated overall efficiencies will not match those of a real system, and in some
cases may be quite different. It is not practical to use an
average value of efficiency either, because unlike conventional
gearing, the effidency of differential gearing is very sensitive
to changes in speed ratio.
A common method for calculating the efficiency of
epicyclic gearing is the so-called "latent power" or "gearing
power" method. Although the name of the method and the
procedure ·0£ deriving the formulas are somewhat different
in. some articles, the derived formulas are similar. (7-11) In
most articles, however, emphasis has not been given to the
differential,. which has more than one degree of freedom, but
instead given to. planetary gearing that has only one degree
of freedom and is simpler to analyze. Therefore, it is important to develop an explicit and general method for calculating
theeHidency
of differential gearing.

and Definitions

It is necessary and important. to provide some precise and
accurate definitions, otherwise confusion and mistakes are
liable to occur.
fundamental Diff:erenHal. A fundamental differential has
three basic members that can input or output power, including the carrier (Fig..2). Without a carrier, there is no differentia], so the carrier is an important member and is symbolizedas H. Strictly speaking, a fundamental differential has
two degrees of freedom, i.e., two constraints must be given,
otherwise the relationships among the three members are independent. For example, if two or the three members are
given as inputs, then the other can be determined as the output. It is also possible to. have one input and two outputs,
and knowing any two values makes it possible to calculate
the third. The fundamental differential is the most common
one, and types with more than two degrees of freedom are
seldom used; thus, in this article the study is restricted to the
fundamental differential.
Speed Ratio. The angular speed ratio is defined as
or

If rab > 0, then a and b have the same direction of rotation, and if rab < 0, then opposite directions. "Same direction" means both have positive (or both negative) rotation,
where positive has in each case an arbitrarily defined sense.
If ITabl > 1, then from a to b is a reductio.n,and if Ir~bl <

,-------,
I
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AlTfHORS:
DR. DAVID YU is a Consulting Engineer for Reliance Electric Co.
Since 1982 he has been an Honorary Fellow of the Uniuersity of
Wisconsin at Madison. In the academic arena, he has seroed as the
Deputy Head of the MechanicnI Engineering Depanmen.t, and as Professor of Machine Design at a Chinese University. Professor Yu is
the author of numerous artic1£s on gearing. He is a member of CMES

fig. 1- Schematic
sion (C\IT)

diagram

of a split-path ccntinuously-varlable transmis-

and ISME.
DR. NORMAN BEACHLEY teaches undergraduate courses in the
mechanical'design area and' graduate level courses in flu id power and
analys.i.s and design of rotating machinery. He is coauthor of the textbook Introduction to Dynamic System Analysis.
His curren: research includes microprocessor control of internal
combustion engines! hydrostatic transmission systems. He is also inuestigating theefficienqj chaTacteristks of various types of split-path,
continuously uan'able transmissions.
Anew project is to study nouel internal combustion engine designs
with greatly reduced mechanical friction,

b

fig . .2- Schematic diagram 0.£ a fundamental

gear differential
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Fig. 3 - Three examples of the 2K - H( -)

type of differential

Fig. 4! - Three examples of the 2K - H( +) type of differential

1, then from a to b is a speed-up or "overdrive". We define
a high-speed ratio as occurring when either the absolute value
of a.reduction speed ratio is very large or the absolute value
of an overdrive speed ratio is very small. For example, both
Ir"bl = IN,/Nbl = 1000 and Irbal = INblNQI = 111000 are
considered as high speed ratios, and the lowest possible speed
ratio is therefore I r] = 1.
..
If the speed ratio is relative to a third member, the relative
speed ratio should be used, and a superscript should be added
to the symbol with two subscripts. For example, the relative
speed ratio of a and b to H is defined as,
(La)

In the same way,

than. is usually done. The basic ratio of a differential should
express the specific features of the differential gearing and
be convenient for use.
There is only one speed ratio that can not amy be related
to the size, but also provide the basic characteristics of a differential gearing. It is to be named the basic speed ratio Ro'
Rp

(Note, however, that the reciprocal ~a could be used as
alternative if so desired.)
The relative speed ratio of a and b to H is based on considering H as relatively fixed..It, therefore, can be determined
in the same manner as that of a conventional gear train, and
the relationships of teeth or diameters can be used.
The basic speed ratio can be calculated as
R -rh

(Ib)

Q -

(Ic)

Thus we can get,
Nq-Nh

Nb-Nh

I

r*. +r~b

+

Na-Nb
Nh-Nb

~l

(231)
p =

(2b)
(2c)

Expressions (2) are the fundamental kinematic relations of
a differential. from which other more complex formulas can
be derived.
Basic Speed Ratio. In manyartlcles.P: 5, 6, 10) the term
"basic ratio of a differential" has been used, but for the purpose of this article, we will define the term more specifically
'J 0

Gear Technol'ogy

=t

.b -

}\P
-

f

(3)

Zv,Zb'
-z-~-,-z-·
-, --....
Q

where:

~~~

=r~h

cJ

•

'.

,

•

numbers of teeth of the driving gears
from a to b,
numbers of teeth of the driven gears
from a to h.
number of pairs of external gearing from
a to b.

Bask Types of Epicyclic Gearing. A central gear K is defined as one whose axis continuously coincides with the common central axis of the differential.
There are two main types of epicyclic differential: 2KH(-) as shown in Fig..3, and 2K - H( +) as shown in Fig.
4. 2K means two central gears, and the single H means one
carrier with planet gears. The '+' denotes Ro > 0, and '-'

b

~>o
( b1

Fig. 5 -The KHV type of differerltial

1i18.6-Chang
in power flow directions that may occur wh n speed ratios are varied (wilh in~ndent
connections for the three differentIal elements)

means Ro < O. As shown in Fig. S. a [,elaHvely new type of
differentia] is theKHV, c,onsisting of only one central gear,
one' camel'. and an equal angular velocity mechanism V,
where V has, the same angular velocity as the planet gear g.

gears. Because torque is independent of motion, the torque
of 'each element is not affected by whether or not H is relativeJy fixed. ConsequenUy,a. useful conclusion can be drawn:
the frictional power Pi of a dlfferential can be calculated in
all cases byassuming
the carrier H to be relatively fixed.
It is ,convenient to use the concept of latent power. With
H relatively fixed, we define
~= Ta(N. -Nh)
(5)
and

~t is oompact in structure, light in weight, and with optimum
design 'techniques, can often provide a higher efficiency.(12l
[t is, 'thereJol'e, a. very PJ10mising type of gearing for some
applications. Since thel'e is only one pair ,of internal gears,
the basic ratio Ro is positive. Some characteristics of the
KHV typear,e similar to those of a 2K - H( +) type. Since
the three basic membersofa
KHV are b, H, and g (or V),
aU. the previous and following 'equations are valid for it If
g is substituted for a.

p;,=Tb(Nb-Nh)

(6)

There exist two possibilities. The first is that ,~is the driving
member (input) and b is the driven member (output)1 when
His relativeJy fixed. i.e.. pZ> 0 and
< 0; where P; and

pg

Efficiency. Power equals the product ,of torque and angular
velocity. or the product of Iorce and linear velocity.
We deflne input power Pin as pos:itive,.and both t.he output power Pout and the frictional. power Pf as negative.
Conventionally,
,efficiency is a positive value, therefore,
sometimes a minus sign or absolute value, symbol must be
used in the efficiency formulas, such as:

11 Ginger COurl,. lEast Amherst"
New Yonk. 14051 • (716) 68&6982

Exclusive U.S.A distributo.r ,for the' Okamo,to
SHG~360.400, 600 G&aF Grinders

and
(4b)

Power Lost in. Friction
If power's lost in friction,. simply called frictional power,
can be evaluated, it is easy to calculate the efficiency. The
principle adopted here is the concept of relative motion, the
same method as used for dealing with the kinematic
relationships.
Frictional power isa .function of ItoUlueand relative angular
velocity. Let us observe two systems. a dlfferential and a dif~
ferential with its earsier H assumed relatively fixed. The
angular velocities of the latter sys~em are Na-Nh• Nf,Nil, Ng-Nh• Nil-Nfl .... But the relative angular velodty
of
two members, for example of " and 8 (Nil - Nil) (N, - N,,),
Na - Ng• is the same as, that in the former
system, so it is apparent that the two 'System provide the
same relativeangular velocities between each pair of meshed

IDesign.ed to meet the r,equirements for IPllecision
,eoonomical grinding ,of ~ur and helical' ,gears, .....
For ,aircraft, automotive and machinery applications.

any

Visit us at IBooth #6279, "986 I'MTS
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11 symbolize

-

the powers of a and b when H is assumed to
be relatively fixed, Strictly speaking, they are not real powers.
but since they have the same dimensions as power it is con-

For the torque relationship,

venient to refer to them as latent powers. Applying
tion (4) to the case of H relatively fixed.

or

h

lIoh=l-

.

~

IPfl

equa-

(17)

(18)

(7)

a

or
h

I

_

(S)

'lab- I +PfIPZ

The choice between equations (7) and (8) depends on whether
pi,; or
is available. Then.
IPf 1= (J -11:0)P.; '" (1- 1/~b) Ta (N. -Nh)
(9)

n

or
IPfl == (l -7J~b) Pilll~b

= (I -

1/~b) To (No -Nh)

11/~b

(10)

where the superscript h means that His relatively fixed. and
the subscriptab
denotes the power flow is from a to b.
The relationship between torques can be obtained as
follows:

(ll)
so

- 1/Zb(Na -Nh)

(12)

Nb-Nh

The second possibility is that b is input and a is output
when H is assumed to be relatively fixed. i.e.,
> o and
< O. In this case,
.
1/io=J-IPJI/Pg
(13)
or

fit

Pa

(14)

Then
or
(16)

Nomenclature
system

Ko= ratio of CVU output power to input power of total
P =
=

Pf

=

Pin

=

P"" =
p o.ut =
r
rab

=
=

=
R =

~b

system with friction assumed zero
speed
power
latent power of member a
Irictional power loss in differential
frictional power less in CVU
input power
output power
angular speed ratio
angular speed ratio, NalNb
relative speed ratio (Na - Nh)!(Nb - Nil)
relative speed ratio of members 3 and 1 to member

= rotational

pi,:

2, (N3 - N2)/(N1
l' 2'
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h
1'/ab

-

N2)

.

h

or 1'Iba'
The only remaining question is: when H is assumed
relatively fixed, which one of the two eHici.endes should be
used, i.e., is a or b the input?
Let
Sa ;.P'j,IP" = T" (No -Nh) I TaN. ;:;;1- NhIN"
(19')
s, =piIP/J"" TdNb -Nh) I TbNb ""I-NhINb
(20)

where 5 is the ratio of the power assuming the carrier H
relatively fixed to the actual power.
Usually the speed ratios Nf,IN" and NhIN" are known. If
the sign of either Fa or .P" is known, then by means of equations (19) or (20) the sign of P,; or
can be determined.
When
Oor
< 0, then l1~b and equatlons (7..12)
should be used. When
0 or ~ < 0,
and equations
(13-18) should be used. Thus Pf will be obtained.

P.i >

P6

PI:

PI: >

1/g"

Efficiency of the Differential!
After Pf is available and if Pin or Pout is known .. thenthe

Ro

K = ratio of CVU output power to input power of total

N

'1t.,

In the same way, expressions of 'I/~hl
1jZh. and l1~b
could be derived, but only 'IJ~b 01' 'lJtR can be determined in
a direct manner. As shown in the foregoing, one of these two
must be used to obtain a solution. This is the reason that
we define either r::b or t1:Q as the basic speed ratio RD·
When the carrier His relatively fixed, certain features of
3. differential are similar to those of conventional
gearing.
Thus, formulasfrom(7.
8lor
relevant handbook
data
available for conventional gearing can be used to' calculate

basic speed ratio of a differential, ~b orrtg
H relatively fixed to actual
power
T = torque
V = speed ratio of CVU
Z = number 0.£ teeth on a gear
'TI'=efficiency
1'/~" = efficiency f:rom a to b, assuming H relatively fixed
'TId = efficiency of differential
110" = overall efficiency
'l/v = efficiency of CVU

S

=

= ratio of power assuming

Subscripts and Superscripts
a = member a of a differential
b = member boE a differential.
g = planet gear g ofa differential
h = carrier H of a. differential

independent of speed ratio, and vice versa.
Differential gearing has two degrees of freedom. Two of
the three members can be input and the other output. and
vice versa, so there are six different possible combinations.
Moreover, these relationships do not always remain Ithe same
throughout all the speed ratios needed. For example, if ~b
= -1.7 and PlJ < 0 (a is output) are given, then when
N/N" - -0.03 we find PtiPa - -59 ..6 and Pll/Pa =
57 ..5, Le., b is input and H is output (Fig. 6a). When N/N"
= 0.,05; however, we find PtiPa = 53.S and PhlPlJ ""
-55.9, i.e., b becomes output and H turns into input (Fig.
6b), Therefore, when powers are connected separately to the
three members (Fig, 6) ,care must be taken to determine
whether the power signs will change during the speed ratio
range being used. If they do change, it is difficult to arrange
the power connection of the differential Consequently, it is
impossible to get the general formulas available for all speed
ratios, For example, in his article "Power Flow and Loss in
Differential. Mechanisms", no] Macmillan has derived six
. I e,r(f'IClency
-'
f·ormwas.
I Althc
·t use_ful'._, the
genera
_ ou'gh~. qu].e
._ y can_
only be valid for planetary gearing, not for a differential, since
they require one of the three members of an epicyclic gearing to be absolutely fixed and not just relatively fixed. Consequently, the gearing operates with only one degree of
freedom, and strictly speaking, two of the six formulas with
fixed carrier are equivalent to those ~forconventional gearing.

Fig. 7 - Power input coupling to a differential

,efficiency of the differenfial can be calculated by means of
equation (4). However, we should first determine which of
the three members (a, b, and H) is or are the input and
output.
The torque equilibrium requirement is valid whether friction is omitted or is taken into account (since the basic diff.erential. has no torque reaction to ground) is:

+ Tb + Th=O

T,

c

(21)

Using equation (21) in combine tion with equations (12) or
(l.8) allows two equations related to torques to be obtained,
so the relationship
between any two torques can be
determined.
Power is the product of torque and angular velocity,
'PQ;;;;;; Tu"Na•

Po

= Tb"Nb•

Ph;;;;;; Th .Nh

Split-Path

Ph-

IP/i
Ph

or
'1d=

Transmissions

Efficiency

To generate formulas that are valid for all speed ratios,
it is necessary to couple two of the differential members
together rather than to connect power to each element
separately. It is most common to use the power input eoupled type of system (Fig. 7), A useful transmission for
automobiles and other mechanical applications is the inputcoupled scheme shown in Fig. 8, where the CVU is a continuously variable speed ratio unit, such asa variable V-belt
drive, a Perbury traction drive or some similar device. n 3. 6)
If we do not indude the possibility of regenerative braking, member 3 in Fig..S is always the output (PJ - pouJ and
Pi" is always the input. Depending on the system par.am.eters
and the speeds of the three d.ifferential elements, thereare
three possibilities: (a) PI > Oand Pz > 0., (Fi.g 831) (b) Pl. <
o and P2 > 0, producing what is known as positi.ve power
recirculation through the CVU (Fig 8b). and (c) 'P1 > 0 and
Pz < 0, producing negative power recirculation (Figure Be).
In all three cases considered, the condition that power is

(22)

Therefore, the relationship between each two powers can also
be calculated ..
If the sign. of one of the three powers is given, for example, Pa < 0 (i.e., a is output), the direction of the other two
can be obtained through equation (22). If, for example, PI,
< 0 and Ph. > 0 (i.e., b is another output and H is input) the
differential efficiency is obtained from equation (4) as
l'/d=

-

IPgl+ IPbl

--';.........-",:"",

Ph

However, it is not as simple as the case of planetary gearing, which has only one degree of freedom, For example, if
b is fixedand a is output, then H must always be the input

Fig. 8-An input-coupled split-path CVT showing the three power flow possibilities

P
P1>O
10 )

P3=Pou,<O
(b)

Ie).

jJlyjAugust

1986
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The overall efficiency of the system, which is more important than that of either the differential or the CVU alone will

be
(28)
K is defined as the ratio of the input power 0·£ the CVU
to the input power of the system. A positive Pu means that
power passes from the CVU to the differential, and vice versa, so that
(29a)
when
.K=P,./P",
when

(29b)

K=P,./I),,/Prn

Example

]. rD-l.
. ~.

4.0b:!
0-.

I

To help clarify the foregoing, the following example is
given: t~e ~iffer,enti~ is chosen!o be a 2K. - H( -)ty~ as
shown 1m Flg. 3a WIth Zb= 153, Z, = 90, so th<1t ~b .
-ZIIZ" = -153/90 = -1.7,

].

I-+--+_"""""ii
I---+---t---tll'-+--I--I
4

II---------ll-+-+--l

1. The conditions given are: a is the ouput and H is the
CVUi i.e., a at 3, H at 2, and b at 1, Ro = rgb= -1.7,
and r = N31Nt = N,/N" = -0.13.
2. V = N21Nl = NhlNb, and from equation (23), V =
(-0.13+1.7)/(1+1.7)'=
0.581, and NhlN." = Vir =

I

'I-........""""'t-l

'5.

1

~

-4 ..47.

1:-+-+--1

3. Sa = p';IPa = 1 - NhIN .. - 5.47 > O. Since a is
output, i..
e., Pa = Pout < 0, then ~ < 0, i.e., a is driven
when H is relatively fixed, Therefore, assuming 1)ia = 0.95
and using equations (13)-(18), we get TbIT~= 1.789 and
ThIT" = - 2.789.
4. Fromequations (21) and (22), the power relationships
are Pi/P;
-13.77, PhlPa = 12 ..48,. and PrlPa = 0.288 ..
Since Pa < 0, then Pb > 0 and Ph < O. Therefore, in ,the dif~
ferential b is the input, a and Har,e outputs.
5.
Now usingequat:ion (4a), we get the efficiency of the
differential, 'lJd = - (P~+Pb)/Pb = 97.9 percent
6. If the efficiency of the CVU is assumed to be '1u ==
0.9, then From equation (25) we get IPft, l1'out 1 = IPh 1(1 '1],) I IPout 1 = 12.48 (1 - 0.9)= 1.248, and from equation
(26b) we obtain p/os'/Pout = 0.288
1.248 = 1.536.
7. The input power needed (equation (27b)) is Pir/Poul
= -(1+1.536)
= -2.536. The overall efficiency of the
system can now be calculated as 'loa =- P 0..1Pin' ....
-1/( -2.536) = 39.4 percent.
Cl

input at UP/n"and

output

as "Pour" remains unchanged,

so

that the basic scheme of the transmission is the same. The
overall. speed ratio of the transmission is r, defined as r =
NoulNj"
= NJ/Nt. The speed ratio of the CVU is V =
N2lN1• Let R be the relative speed ratio of .3 and 1 and 2,
r-V

+

1- V

then
V= (r-R)

/ (1- R)

(23)
(24)

r;;;;;;R+(l-R)V

If the efficiency of the CVU is '1v and the power pass Lng
thf'ough the CvU at the differential side is P" = P2, then
when
< 10, the loss in the CVU is
(25a)
IPf,·1 == IP,.I (l -I),.)

Fig. 9-Power

flow diagram of the example

P"

and when

P2 > 0, it becomes
IPj,.1== IP, I (I - '1,.)111"

(25b)

If the power loss through the diff·erential. is Pf, then the total
[ass is
(26a)

p.In >0

or
PIOss/POUI =Pj/Poul

+Pj,./Poul

(26b)

Pou1 <0

The input power of the system is
Pin;;;;;; - (Paul +Pi; .. )

(27a)

or
(27b)

1,4
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5. [f b
1), then R
6. If b
at 2)', then

is output and a is CVU (i.e., b at 3, a at 2. H at
=

,.gil

= 1

-,.g.,

1 -

1Ir!& -

1.59.

is output and His CVU (i.e., bat 3", ,a at 1, H
R = ,..gR = lIr:b .... -0.59'.

Furthermore, if over 'the range of usage the type of connectioncan
be changed, the design pessibillties will be increased still further. Theoretically, 36 different designs are
possible. provided that all three basic members can. interchange positions. However. practical mechanisms for accomplishing this may be quite ,complicat'ed. [f only two, of
the three members are to interchange positions. there will be
nine combinations as listed in Table 1. and the mechanisms
for this will be much simpler(UJ . .For example, if band H can
interchange positions. over the range of usage, there will be
three combinations: l, U.and Ill. Ref,erring to Table 1; combination .I means that a isuncha~ged 35 the system output,
but b and H interchange between the other two connections.
The other eight combinations are similarly defined in Table
1. Note further that tor any change in the basic speed ratio
(i.e., changes in numbers of gear teeth),another six types and
nine combinations can be obtained.
From the numerous possibilitiee, an optimum choice can
be made to s.atisfy particular requirements. The details have
been introduced in another article. (13)

Computer-.AJded Design.
To avoid arduous manual calculations, it is better to design

AGMIA 1110.
Nomencla.ture of Gear
Tooth Faililiure M,odes
Ag. 10- Computer flow chart a1culati11g program for the input-coupled cvr

AGIMA 110 Is the deUnltlve document on
gear tooth wear and failure.

8..

The portion. of the input power passing through the
CVU is K=
PulP';" = P'"IP"/(P';"IPout) = -4.92. The
minus sign means negative power recirculation ..
9. The power flow directions are shown in Fig. 9.

WeU Illustrated,. with ,excellent
photographs of distressed geW'
teeth, It provildes descrlpIlol'ls
of ti'le faHulres, their causes"
and suggested remedies.

Types of Connection

An important and interesting feature should be pointed out:
there are six possible types of connection for the three basic
members of each differ'ential characterized by its basic speed
ratio. Six. different designs are available which enlarges the
potential usage. for example, for a 2K - H( -) type with Ro
= rUb
-1.7, we have
the following
six
possibilities as listed in Table 1:

This stand'ard has been widell)!'
cited In technlcall literature and
......... T............
ether g:eer standards. It ils
Indlspensllble'to the :serlous
g.eaf engineer.
Price:
I d
$28,
AGMIA 110 - Intematlo.nal'ly recogn ze as
the authorJ,taUve standard on this sublect

,,"",""'"' '

...,.

1

1. If a is output and H is CVU (i.e., a at 3, H at 2, b

R. = r1:b .... -1.7 (as in the foregoing example).
2. If a is output and b is CVU (i.e., a at 3, Hat 1, bat
2), then R
1 - ~b = 2.7
3.. If H is output and a is CVU, (i.e., H at 3, aat .2, b
at 1), then. R. = r1:b = lIrl:h = 11(1 - ,..ga), and ,.gil -= IIr!:b,
R = 0 ..630.
4. If H is output and b is CVU (i.e., Hat 3., a at 1, b
at 2). then R = ~hQ = lIr:h = 1I(1-~)
0.37.
at 1), then

=":11

Send order with check 10:
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Publica lion Sales
Gear Manulacturers
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(703) 684·0211

Telephone
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'

credit card orders accepted

=
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Fig. 12 - Efficiencycharacteristics of the input-coupled cvr for the six ways
of using the differential (Ra ~ 1.7. lIu ~ 0.90,. 'I~b =
= 0.95)

'It.

Fig..II-Required

speed ratio relationships of the input-coupled CVT with

Ro = -1.7, for the six ways of using the differentia]

a general computer program to solve the problem. Two problems have been developed, the first one for calculation and
the second for plotting curves. The flow chart of the
calculating program is given in Fig. 10. Subroutines PAl and
PAZ are used to calculate torque and power relationships.
Subroutine EF is designed to determine efficiency.
The input data are: (1) the basic speed ratio Ro' which
represents the features of the differential gearing, (2) the range
of speed ratios of the system, i.e., the maximum and
minimum speed ratios, (3) the efficiency of the gearing with
H assumed relatively fixedand (4) theeffidency of the CVU.
Each basic speed ratio (i.e., each specific differential) can provide six different split path CVT designs, and useful curves
can be plotted for each.
For example, if the basic speed ratio R; = -1.70 and it
is a 2K - H( -} type, then the relationship between V =
N2/ Nl and r = N3/N1 is as given in Fig. 11. If 1J~b = lIg"
0.95 and lIv = 0.90, the overall efficiency characteristics are
as given in Fig. 12, and the fraction of power through the
CVU as given by Fig. 13. The labeling from 1 to 60f the
d:ifferent curves is the same as used earlier. With the friction
loss assumed to be zero, as is normally the case in other CVT
analysis articles, the fraction of power through the CVU is
given the symbol Ko' and the curves of Ko are shown in Fig.
14. A comparison of Figs. 13 and 14 shows that Ko is quite
different from K. Fig .. 12 also shows that the overall efficiency is often far from 100 percent. It is concluded, therefore,
that frictional losses must be included for realistic analysis.
From the data and curves obtained,
and the CVT
characteristics needed, it may be possible to determine a better

16
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Fig. 13 - Fraction of power through the CVU (29) with friction losses taken
into account

design. For example, if N31Nl = O.S to 2.0 is used most of
the time, curve 4 may be attractive, because it provides a
higher efficiency and a smaller power through the CVU.
However, if the available range of V = N21 Nl is smaller,
it may be better to choose curve 6, because V varies only
from 0.69 to 1,66, although the efficiency in this case would
be lower.
Summary
Because
high speed
tial gearing
However,
mechanical

of its compact structure, small size, capability of
ratios, and the differential action itself, differenhas been often employed in modem machinery ..
in many design analyses, an important index,
efficiency, has been ignored. The assumption of

(continued on page 48)
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Effect of MoS2 Fihns on Scoring
Resistance of Gears
Y. Terauchi
Hiroshima University - Hiroshima, Japan
H. Nadano
M. Kohno
Kure Technical CoUege - Hiroshima, Japan

Introduction
Gears are currently run at high speed and under high load.
It is a significant problem to develop lubricants and gears with
high load-carrying capacity against scoring. The particles of
molybdenum disulfide have been considered to increase the
scoring resistance of the gears. The wear characteristics and
the scoring resistance of the gears lubricated with MoSz
paste and MoSz powder have been investigated.(]) However,
there are few investigations on the performance of the gears
coated with MoS2 film with respect to scoring.
In this report, scoring tests of the gears coated with the
MoS2 film that is about 10 ~m thick are carried out with a
power-circulating gear machine. and the effect of the MoSz
film on the scoring resistance and the wear characteristics of
the gears are examined. Further, the surface temperature of
the gears coated with the MoSz film is evaluated by the flash
temperature equation of case-hardened gears and the effect
of the MoSz film on the scoring resistance of the gears is examined from a standpoint of the surface temperature.!"
Equation of Rash Temperature Rise of Gear Tooth
The equation for calculating the flash temperature rise at
the meshing faces of case-hardened gears in which the thermal properties in the surface-hardened layer are different from

Fig. 1- Schema of mating condition of gear teeth

those in the Goreof the gear tooth can be rewritten by using
the dimensionless parameters as follows:
2"1 a«
8,= -1fKI

V

[[ 4 21r{jL [ t3.(I.-

3

2)

--(j
IS
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x erfC(
where

(l

~n6)]]

= (1- w)/( 1 + w), erfch)'
erf(X) =

2

J;.

r

= 1 - erf(jI),

I..

Jo exp( - ~l)dE.

Fig. 1 shows a schema of the mating condition of the gear
teeth. In this figure. the subscripts 1 and 2 relate to the pi-

.....

200-

junctional area into the mating teeth of the pinion and the
wheel are expressed by -"r and 1 - -"r, the surface temperature
at the meshing faces of the pinion is equivalent to that of the
wheel. Therefore, the value of -"r is given by

-

1

...'"

..

'II
I.

0.

e

..."

Kll

"Il

'it =

-1(1-) K:-:-

The surface temperature

...

r,

(4)

-=T=-I-=-V==-2/--:-:'-:V-+-=----1(-12-=-K:-II--:T~z
1

IZ

at the meshing faces is given by

,"'

c

(5)

Q
'

....'
1/1

<::,
111, ....

Ii

,;o;t,

"'C ,I)
<::
0'·1"11'"

Calculated

Z'"

For example, Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the relation between
the flash temperature rise and the position of the heat source,
expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters T and (j,
respectively. In this figure, w = 1 indicates that the thermal
properties in the surface layer are equivalent to those in the
core, and the maximum value of T occurs at fJ -1.5. In contrast, w>l indicates that the thermal properties in the surface layer are worse than those in the core. The maximum
value of T occurs at 1<{j<1.5, and the position where the
maximum value of T appears moves toward the vicinity of
the center of the heat source with an increasing value of w .
Figs. 3(a) and (b) show the relation between the maximum
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gravitational acceleration
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Fig . .1- Relation between nondimensional flash temperature rise and nondimensional position of heat source

nion and the wheel, respectively. The distribution of heat intensity is assumed to be parabolic. Therefore, the value of
qa is given by,

(2)
The equations of the surface temperature at the meshing faces
of the pinion and the wheel are derived from equation (1)
as follows:
2KIIQo
1fKII

2KI2QO
1fK12

V2

P"
qo

= normal load per unit face width, N/m
= maximum value of heat intensity generated

Viol (2Kl)

T

nondimensional

When the rates of the heat quantity flowing from the con-

flash temperature

rise-

'K"KI

VB',I

(2K1QO)

V

/3

o -

00
Of

=
=

00 =
kl -

po
Tz

per unit

tLme, Wlm2

k2

TI
VI

(3)

O'h

velocity of heat source -

= thjckJless of surface layer, m
= a half of the band length of Hertzian contact zone, m

"1 = rotational speed of pinion, rpm
P = normal load per unit ball, N

(b) 6-0.01, L-SOOO

OIl

= nondimensional

=

r
(.oj

=

sliding velocity, mls
nondimensional
position of heat source = rV /10
nondimensional. thickness of surface layer"'" Ih110
load-sharing
flash temperature rise, K
bulk-temperature,
K
thermal diffusivity in the surface layer of gear tooth,
m~/s
thermal diHusivity in the COTe of gear tooth, m2/s
coefficien! of friction
time, 5,
ratio of thermal contact coefficient. of surface layer and
core'"
(K21..jk2)/(Kt/..jk1)
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Fig, 3 - Relation between maximum value of nondimensional
temperature rise and nondimensional velocity of heat source

flash

value of the flash temperature rise and the velocity, expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters T and L When
the thickness of the surface layer is smaller than the band
length of the Hertzian contact zone as shown in Fig. 3(a),
the effect of w on the flash temperature rise is significant. In
this article, the tooth surface of the gears was coated with
the MoS2 film whose thickness was a little larger than the
surface roughness Rmax of the tooth surface, and the difference between the thermal properties in the surface layer
and those in the core is an important problem. The effect
of w on the flash temperature rise decreases with an increasing thickness of the surface layer,
Four Ball Tests
For investigating the seizure load and the frictional
characteristics of the balls coated with MoS2 film, tests have
been carried out with a four-ball machine.
Test Balls. The diameter and the average sphericalness
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of the balls before coating with the MoS2 film are 19.05 mm
and 0.18 p.m,respectively. The chemical compositions of ball
material are given in Table 1. The balls were normalized at
443 K after quenched from 1173 K. The surface of the balls
before coating had a Vickers microhardness of approximately
800 HV, The balls were coated with the MoS2 film that was
about 10p.mthick, and the surface roughness of the balls was
approximately 9 p.m Rmax.
Lubricant. The balls were lubricated with number 140
turbine oil (a straight mineral oil without additives) with
viscosities of 28 X 10-6 m2/s at 323 K and 8 X 10-6 m2/s
at 363 K, and the oil temperature was controlled to 293 ±
2 K by the thermostat during all tests. The upper ball was
immersed about 1/3 diameter deep into the oil bath.
Experimental Method. The four ball tests were carried
out with stepwise increasing loads (the load P was increased
by about 40 N increments at 30 s intervals) at a constant
sliding velocity 0.29 mls until the seizure of the balls
occurred.
The combination of the balls consists of the four types of
the ball pairs as shown in Table 2.
Test Results and Observations
Coefficient of Friction. Fig. 4 shows the relation between
the coefficient of friction and the load at the sliding velocity
0.29 m/s. In this figure, the symbolS indicates the incipience
of seizure.
Under comparatively low load (P<0.4 kN or the maximum
Hertzian stress Po<3.S2 GPa), the coefficient of friction between ball pair A was the largest of all ball pairs, and the
coefficient of friction between the balls coated with the
MoS2 film was considerably small. Therefore, the MoS2 film
is considered to playa significant role in decreasing the coefficient of friction. At the incipient stage of seizure, however,
the coefficient of friction between the balls coated with the
MoS2 film was approximately equal to that between the
balls without it since the MoS2 film coated on the balls was
completely tom out due to wear.
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Table 3

Chemical compositions of tooth material
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Seizure Load. Fig. 5 shows the variation in the seizure
load of the balls coated with the MoS2 HIm or without it.
The seizure load of the balls with ball pair B was not so much
different from that with ball pair A, and little effect of the
MoS2 film could be recognized on the seizure load of the
balls. Further, with ball pairs C and D, the seizure load of
the balls was smaller than that with ball pair A, and it rather
decreased due to the coating of the MoSz film.
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Gear

pair

works
MJ/ .._II

C

.. ...~
o
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Gear Tests
Scoring tests of the gears coated with MoS2 film were run
with a power-circulating
gear machine. The effect of the
MoS2 film on the scoring resistance of the gears was
investigated.
Test Gears.
The test gears were made of chromemolybdenum steel and case-hardened by gas-carburizing. The
chemical compositions of tooth material are shown in Table
3. The working surface of the gears had a Vickers micro hardness of approximately 720 HV. The gears were ground by
a gear grinding machine as shown in Table 4. The single-pitch
error and the tooth profile error of the gears were approximately 2 ILm before coating with the MoS2 film. The accuracy of the tooth profile of the gears before coating was
of zero class, according to the Japanese Industrial Standard
J[S B 1702. The surface roughnesses along the tooth trace of
the pinion and the wheel before coating were about 2 Jlm

RmilX•
The combination of the gears consists of the four types of
the gear pairs as shown in Table 5. The gear teeth were coated
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Fig. 6 - Variations in bulk-temperature of gear teeth and ning-off oil
temperature

Experimental Method.
The scoring tests were carried out
with the MoS2 film that was about 10 Jlm thick after grinding, and the surface roughness after coating was approximately 9 ILm RmilX•
Lubricant.
The test gears were lubricated with the same
oil used for the four ball tests. The oil was sprayed onto the
meshing faces at a rate of 0.6 limin. The oil temperature
was controlled to 323 ±2 K by the thermostat during all tests.

Table 6 (a) Speed data
Speed

range

Rotational speed
of piruon
Peripher<ll
velocity

rll

Cunullat.i. ve

works·'"

7814' 8420 904819699 10372:
rpm 12000 2310 2644 3001 33811 378.3 4208 4655 5125 5618 6133166717231
.I
.
1
m/s
7.5 8.7110.011.312.714.315.917.619.321.223.1125.2
27 ..3 29.5,31.7!34.1
36 ..6,39.ll

transmJl t.ted

MJ/mm

ill:

2.5

5,0

7.S 10.0 12.5 15.0117.4

The cumulative tran·sm.itted wor'ksare
per unit face wid·th at the respective

24.9 27.4 29.9 32.4·34.9

19.922.4

defined as the sum of the ·transllliUed
·test ranges.

Table

6 (b)

Load

37.439.942.4144.9

works

data
,

I.oad range
Tooth

load

Wmm

P-2

P-3

278

290

302

7ransmi t ted 47.5
~1J mm

CI.III~at ive
WOT.:·

Pn

1'-1

,50.2

at stepwise increasing pinion speeds from V-I to V-IS as
shown in Table 6(a). The increment of the calculated value
of the flash temperature rise was the same for the respective
speed ranges under a constant load of P; = 266 N/mm.
When surface failure by scoring was not observed up to the
speed range V-IS, the tests were continued with stepwise increasing loads at a constant pinion speed of n1 = 10372 rpm
as shown in Table 6(b). The increment of the flash
temperature rise per unit load range corresponds to that of
the flash temperature rise per unit speed range.
The tests were run until the total number of pinion revolutions reached 4.4 X 104 at the respective ranges.
Scoring was detected by the following methods: (a) visual
inspection of the tooth faces; (b) measurement of the surface
roughnesses along the tooth trace and the tooth profile of
the gears; (c) measurements of the bulk-temperature of the
mating teeth and the Aing-oH oil temperature; (d) measurement of the acceleration due to oscillation of the gear box.
To measure the surface roughness along the tooth profile.
the feeler set on the tooth profile testing machine was replaced
with a thin cantilever in which a diamond needle was attached
to the end of a plate spring that was 0.2 mm thick. The surface roughness was detected with a semiconductor strain gage
that was attached to the root of the cantilever.
The bulk-temperature of the mating teeth was measured
by pressing a contact-type thennister thermometer against
the side of the tooth just after the test machine was stopped.
Therefore. the bulk-temperature measured was considered to
be a little lower than that in running.
The fling-off oil temperature was measured by thermocouples set up at a position opposite the mating position
of the pinion. The distance between the hot junction of the
thermocouples and the tip of the pinion was approximately
1 mm.
The acceleration due to oscillation of the gear box was

53.0

p-4,I.p-5

314.1 327

P-6
339

S5. 91 S9. 0 I! 62.2

1

P-71

P-8

352

364

P-9

377

1'-10
390

65.4 168.8 72.476.0

measured by a piezoelectricaccelerometer attached to the side
of the test gear box.
The measurement of the acceleration due to oscillation was
started 1 minute before each end of the respective test ranges,
and the acceleration was recorded on the magnetic tape of
a data recorder (characteristics of PM : 0 - 10 kHz) for about
30 s.
Test Results and Observations
Bulk- Temperature of Gear Tooth and Fling-Off Oil
Temperature.
For example, Fig. 6 shows the variations in

the bulk-temperature of the gear teeth and the fling-off oil
temperature with gear pair C (a pinion with the MoS2 film
and a wheel without it) and gear pair 0 (a pinion without
the MoS2 film and a wheel with it) until surface failure is
caused by scoring. In this figure, the symbol S indicates the
incipience of surface failure by scoring.
The values of the thermal properties of tooth material and
MoS2 material are shown in Table 7. As evident from equation (4), when the MoS2 film-coated gear teeth with low
thermal properties mate with the gear teeth without it, the
rate of the frictional heat flowing into the meshing faces of
the gears with the MoSz film is less than the gears without
it. Thus, the bulk-temperature of the mating teeth coated with
the MoSz film becomes lower than that of the gears without
it.
With gear pair C. the difference between the bulktemperatures of the mating teeth of the pinion and the wheel
was insignificant, and the effect of the MoSz film could be
recognized on the bulk-temperature of the mating teeth. The
bulk-temperature suddenly increased by about 10 K at the
incipience of surface failure by scoring. On the other hand,
the f1ing-off oil temperature was higher than the bulktemperature of the gear teeth.
With gear pair D, in contrast, the difference between the
Ally/August
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p : Pitch

point

a·b,c·d: Double tooth contact
b-c: Single tooth contact
Root

Tip

c

d

p

a

b

(al Wheel

center of the face width with gear pair C is shown in Fig.
7. The variation in the surface roughness of the wheel before
surface failure is caused by scoring was considerably small.
On the other hand, the depth of a hollow occurring in the
vicinity of the root of the pinion considerably increased with
an increasing test range. The surface roughness along the
tooth profile of the pinion coated with the MoSz film before
tests was 8 I'm Rmu" and the surface roughness at the speed
range V-I was 3 I'm Rmax since the MoSz film coated on the
tooth surface was tom out due to wear. However, the variation in the surface roughness after V-S was considerably
small.
A destructive surface failure by scoring occurred in the
vicinity of the meshing position when the tip of the wheel
mated with the root of the pinion. The EHD film thickness,
calcuJated by Dowson's formula, at the meshing position at
which destructive surface failure by scoring was observed,
is 0.33 I'm at V-lO. Since the value of }.(41, defined as the
ratio of the film thickness to combined surface texture, is approximately 0.9, the tests were run under mixed lubricating
conditions.
For example. Fig. 8 shows the variation in the surface
roughness of the tooth surface along the tooth trace in the
vicinity of the tip of the wheel with gear pair D. The thickness
of the MoSz film coated on the tooth surface of the wheel
decreased by approximately 8/o'm at V-I. After the test range
exceeded V-U, the variation in the thickness of the MoSz
film was considerably small. Surface failure by scoring occurred at the load range P-l, and a part of the base metal
Fig. 8- Variation in surface roughness along tooth trace in the vicinity of
tip of wheel gear pair D
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bulk-temperatures of the mating teeth of the pinion and the
wheel significantly increased with an increasing test range,
and the bulk-temperatures of the pinion was approximately
10 K higher than that of the wheel at the incipience of surface failure by scoring. On the other hand. the fJing-off oil
temperature was not so much different from the bulktemperature of the pinion.
Surface Roughness. The variation
in the surface
roushnns of the tooth surface along the tooth profile at the
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F"1g. 10 - Variation in acceleration due to oscillation of gear box
Fig. 11- Variation in flash temperature rise at successive meshing positions
along the line of action

of the gear tooth was exposed on the tooth surface.
Fig. 9 shows electron micrographs of the compo image and
the S-Ka image which were obtained with a scanning X-ray
microanalyzer at the tip of the gear tooth of the wheel with
gear pair D. The MoS2 film at the tip of the wheel was tom
out due to wear, and the tooth surface was considerably
smooth. However, the particles of sulfur were present at the
tooth surface at which the scratching scar did not occur. From
this photograph, it can be found the MoSz film is formed
enough at the meshing faces at the incipience of surface failure
by scoring, and the film significantly affects the scoring
resistance of the gears.
Acceleration of Gear Box. Fig. 10 shows the variation
in the acceleration due to oscillation of the gear box. The acceleration increased with an increasing test range. With gear
pair D, the acceleration of the gear box suddenly increased
by about 5g at P-l, and the incipience of surface failure by
scoring could be detected by means of the measurement of
the acceleration due to oscillation of the gear box.
Surface Temperature and Scoring Resistance. Fig. 11
shows the variation in the flash temperature rise at the successive meshing positions along the line of action, calculated
by equations (1-5) under the following conditions: number
of pinion teeth ZI =18, number of wheel teeth Z2 = 40,
module m - 4 mm, face width Bf - 7 mm, backlash Sri ...
0.5 mm, clearance coefficient Ce - 0.25, tooth load p"=
266 Nlmm, pinion speed nl = 6000 rpm.
The surface roughness at the meshing faces and the bulktemperature of the gear teeth were assumed to be zero. The
load-sharing was calculated from the elastic defonnation of
teeth. In this calculation, Young's modulus E and Poisson's
ratio v of tooth material are assumed to be E - 206 GPa
and v - 0.3, respectively. The coefficient of friction can be
given by Ii = 0.1 Vp -0.2, where Vp is the peripheral velocity (m/s) at the pitch point.fSl Since the thickness of the
MoS2 film coated on the tooth surface is very small, it can
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be assumed that the mechanical properties of the MoS2 film
do not affect the band length of the Hertzian contact zone
and the radius of relative curvature of the tooth surface at
meshing position of the gears.
From this figure, it can be found that the flash temperature
rise considerably increases with an increasing thickness of the
MoS2 film, and the effect of the MoSz film on the flash
temperature rise is significant.
Fig. 12 shows the test range and the cumulative transmitted
works per unit face width at the incipience of surface failure

Fig. 12- Test range and cumulative transmitted works per unit face width
at incipience of surface failure by scoring
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of the sectional plane cut along the tooth profile, it was found
that a part of the MoS2 film was tom out due to wear and
the thickness of the film was not uniform on the tooth surface. However, the thickness of the film was assumed to be
(h = 0.1 I'm.
From this figure, it is interesting to note that the maximum
value of the flash temperature rise occurs at the meshing position where the tip of the wheel mates with the root of the
pinion, and the position well agrees with the position at which
destructive failure by scoring was observed.
The critical surface temperature for scoring of the gears
is shown in Table 8_The critical surface temperature for scoring of the gears with gear pairs B and D is extremely high
because the flash temperature rise of the gears is calculated
under the assumptions that the MoSz film is uniformly
distributed on the tooth surface and the coefficient of friction between the gear pairs coated with the MoS2 film is
equivalent to that between the gear pairs without it. However,
a part of the MoS2 film coated on the tooth surface was tom
out just before surface failure was caused by scoring, and the
thickness of the film was not uniform on the tooth surface.
Further, according to the test results obtained with the four
ball tests, the coefficient of friction between the balls coated
with the MoS2 film was smaller than that between the balls
without it.
From the above cited facts, it can be considered that the
critical surface temperature for scoring of the gears coated
with the MoSz film is lower that the value shown in Table
8. However, the scoring resistance of the gears coated with
the MoSz film is considerably large, and the MoSz film is
considered to play a significant role in increasing scoring
resistance of the gears.
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Fig. 13 - Variation in Hash temperature rise at successive meshing positions
along the line of action at incipience of surface failure by scoring

by scoring. With gear pair B, the tests were stopped at P-IO
because the searing resistance of the gears exceeds the load
carrying capacity of the test machine. From this figure, it can
be seen that gear pair B provides the highest scoring resistance
of all test gears, and the MoS2 film plays a significant role
in increasing scoring resistance of the gears. Further, the scoring resistance of the gears with gear pair D is larger than that
of the gears with gear pair C, and the MoSz film coated on
the tooth surface of the wheel is more effective for the scoring resistance of the gears than that coated on the tooth surface of the pinion.
Fig. 13 shows the variation in the flash temperature rise
at the successive meshing positions along the line of action
at the incipience of surface failure by scoring, The flash
temperature rise is calculated by substituting the tooth load,
the pinion speed, the coefficient of friction and the thickness
of the MoSz film into equations (1-5). From the observation

Tab Le 8. Critical
Gear
pair

RrmsCa)

BuHtemperature(b)

).lm

eo
A
B [d)

0.33
(0.37 )

C

0.36

D

0.48

(a)

surface

I

K

Conclusions

Calculated surface temperatures and the experimental
results obtained with four ball tests and gear tests with respect
to the effect of the MoS2 film on the scoring resistance of
the gears are summarized as follows:
1. When the thickness of the surface layer is smaller than
the band length of the Hertzian contact zone, the effect of
the thermal prcperties in the surface layer on the flash
temperature rise is significant, and the difference between the

temperature

for

flash
temperature
rise

Maximum
6f

K

scoring

of gears

Critical
surface
temperatureCc)
6cr

K

340

148

540

(351)

(770)

337

167

570

346

411

1007

(1438)

Rrms is

the mean value of the root mean square roughness
along the toot.h
trace of the pinion and "heel just before scoring.
(b) 90 is the mean value of the bulk-temperature
of the gear teeth of the
pinion and wheel just before scoring,
(c) Bcr=90+9f><l·.27/(L27-Rrmsl
(61 (d) The nume'raLs in paren theses are the value of the va.r1ables at P-IO.
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thermal properties in the surface layer and those in the COJ'le
is an important problem.
2. Under comparatively low load (P<O.4 kN), the coeffi~
dent of friction between the balls coated with the MoS2 Him
was 213 of that between the balls without it.
3.. The scoring resistance of the gears coated with the
MoS2 HIm is considerably large, and the MoS2 film plays a
significant role in increasing scoring resistance of the gears.
The development of the gears of which the load-carrying
capacity against scoring is considerably large could be made.
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TECHNICAL
---------

CALEND'AR

-----

IOctober S~, "986,
AGMA FaJl'r:e<:hnlcal Conference &
'Ciealilng Exh[blt
Hyatt !Regency Chicago in Chicago. IlL

AGMA's Fall Technical Meeting will
provide a forum for discussion of the
design and manufaCture of gears, Flexi·
ble couplings and mechanical power
transmission products. ThiS year there
will be an exhibit of gear generating
machinery. gear deSign hardware and
software. as well as other products of
use to the industlly.

This course provides an overview of
noise control in gear sysem design and
offers praetlcal deSign Information With
a minimum of acousncal theory. The
course is for engineers who deSign or

I

specify

gears or g -ar doves.

For addItional InformatIOn contact:
John Leaman at (414) 224-4189.

NILES BEAR 6Rj DER
I 00

=; ~::

ZSI',Z &,30C3IN SmCK!

For further information contact:
Rich Norment or Wendy Allen at
1703) 684·0211.

SqJtember 17-1'9,. 1986,
'Ohfo State Un vers"y 'CieaT Noise
Seminar
Columbus. OH
J

The three-day course will' cover
general noise measurements and
analysis. causes of gear noise. gear
noise reduction techniques .. dynamic
modeling. gear noise signal analysis.
and modal analysis of gear boxes.
For further information contact:
Mr. Richard Frasher at (614) 422-8143.

November n-13.. 986,
SME Gear IProcesslngl and
Manufa.ct:urlng Cllnl'e;
Chicago. IL
Call for Papers: The Society of
ManufaCtUring Engineers has ISSUed' a
call for papers 'or trus meeting. Please
submit all papers on or before July
15th. The clinic will also include vendor tabletop
exhibits.

S·PECIRCA110NS·:
OUitlldel,dlameter, max. ..
IFioat.,clrcl- dl'ameter, mn.

.n.29.S

.n.2

Number of leeth', mo., . .,.. # 1!40
IN'umlHtr of leell1', min ••••.•. #
112
D.lmaetrallplitch,lmln •.•••• ,. ID'.R 112.7
IDameb'a1Iplitc'h, Imax. .,•• " • ID'.Ft 2.12

'Maximum Ih III: angl , • 'deg"
45
SlrOkal length ,., , .•~ • •• In.1.9
Daubl II\__ri1I II~rollf_1
(1Inf,lnU var:) ,., .•.•• 1/mln~75415
M--"jmum tab'L lloadl .•.bl.
880
Tab ce bore •••.•......••
on.
3.5

I,

_-_MII~-!-INE~~YIINC.

For more information. contact Joseph
A. Franchinr
at SAllE 1/31 3) 271-1500, ext. 394.
1

November

,.,.21. 1986,

Semln'ar: ICiear Synem DesJgn for
Mlnlmuml Noise
UniversIty of Wisconsin
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CONSTANTS

Below are listed a.variety of' commonly used constants arranged numerically to permit ease of reference. Wherever
an asterisk (*) is shown, the constant is exact as given, it being generally a. mathematical constant or one fixed
by definition. In cases, where the first constant listed is followed by another in parenthesis, the first is the round
number generally used, while the second is the more exact value ..

o· deg.C

22'3.8* X sq. root adiabatic heat drop
theoretvvel.,
ft , per sec .. of steam expanding through nczzle.

.. =" freezing point of water.

1 ... atomic wgt. hydrogen.

=

100· deg. C.
atm. press.

boiling point

of water

at

0.1134 hp. <=, available water power from
1 C\!.ft.·sec. falling 1 ft.
1..134 ft. water at 62 deg, F. = 1 in. Hg. at
62 deg .. F.1,150.4 B.t.u. ~ Total
atm. press ..
U.52

theoret,

lb ....

heat sat. steam at

=

1 lb.

atomic wgt .. carbon

(C).

12.52Ib .... wgt. theoret, combustion
ucts from 1 lb. C.

prod-

1,.213,239'" circular mils = 1 sq.in,

- 270 deg. C. = absolute

base hyperbolic

logs.

ratio of Cp to Cv for air.

1.4142·' .. square

root of2.

14.223-lb. per sq.in .... 1 kg. per sq ..em ...
1 "metric atmosphere".

144" 1KJ.' in. = 1 lQ.rt.
144 (]43.15) B.t.u ... latent
of ice.
14,600 B.t.u.

heat of'fushion

per lb. = Cal. val. of carbon

(C),
14 ..7 (14.6.96·)

lb. per sq.!II.

Hi'ounces

1 lb.

=<

= atm. press.

0.1689

17.138·'
1.72S·

ppm = 1 grain per gal.
cu.in .. -

0.062428.*
meter.

= [

=

7.000* grains

0'.0735 in. Hg.at
at 62 deg, -F.

3.1.416* = r (Greek letter "pi") = ratio
circumference
of circle to diameter ...
ratio area of circle to square of radius.

746 (745.7) watts

32* deg .. F ....
deg. C.

760*

freezing point of water

.. 0

i.S (7.480S*)

212

hydro-

kilometer.
1 kll. per cu.

wgt.

1 eu.ft.

water

at

62 deg. F ....

1 in. water

= 1 hp,

gal, = 1 eu.It,

millimeters

Hg. ~ atm.

press.

a.'t

0.07608 lb. = wgt. 1 eu.It, air at 62 dq:.
F. and 14.7 lb. per sq.ln.

(S).

ft.·lb.

-

1 B.t.u ..

0.7854*
(= 3.1416 + 4),
squared "area
circle.

per min. = I hp,

=

at

1 lb.

o deg .. C.

778 (177.5)

ft.·lb.

water

lb. per eu.ft ....

3* ft .... 1 yard ..

33,000*

PV ..

1 liter,

30 in. Hg, at 62 deg. = atm. press. (very
closely).

ft. = 1 meter.

at 62

(angle),

cal. val. (higher)

lb ....

33.947' ft. water at 62 deg. F.

1 eu.ft,

cu.in ...

62.5 (62.355)
62 deg. F.

3.2808*

in equation:

1 cu.It,

29.921* in. Hg. at 32 deg. F .... atm. press.

32.5*' gal. ~ I barrel.

per litre = 1 grain per

at 6,2 dell.

1 in. water

radian

wgt.

0.62'137* miles

32 ~ mol. wgt. oxygen gas (0,).

Cv for air.

-

(CO).

mol. wgt. of air.

per 24 hr. = 1 ton of reo

288,000· B"t.u.
Irigeration.

= ]

62,000 B.t.u.=
gen (H).

gas (N,).

32 = atomic: wgt. sulphur

16 .. atomic wgt. oxygen (0).
'0.017138* grammes
gal.
-

28 = mol. wgt. nitrogen

59.16 lb ....
deg. F.
61.023-

cu.in. = 1 British gal.

28 ~ mol. wgt. carbon monoxide

='

Hg.

grains per gal, .. ' 1 gram per liter.

58.349*

27.71 in. water at 62 deg. F. = 1 lb. per
sq.in,

28.8 = equivalent

1 in.

ft. = 1 mile.

53.32 = R. for air,
MRT.

57.296* deg.

1.3410 hp. = 1 kw.

1..406 - V

to burn

zero.

277.274

(N).

zero.

550· ft.·lb. per sec. = 1 hp.

~3.144 cu.ft ... vol, I lb. air at 62 deg, F.
and 14.7 lb. persq.i».
14 = atemic wgt. nitrogen

5,280·

1 hp,

2.666 lb. = wgt. oxygen required
I lb. carbon.
-

=

=0

5.1915 lb. per sq.Jt ....
deg. F.

2.54· em. = 1 in.

= e

F. = absolute

0.47 Bct.u. per pound. per deg, F. =approx,
specific heat of superheated
steam at
atm. press,

F.

0.2375 = Cp for air ,

2.7183·

kg. = I lb.

(459.6)deg.

0.491 lb. per sq.in,
I gal.

231" cu.in ...

27* cu.ft , = I cubic yard.

12.387 cu.It .... vol. ] lb. air at 32 deg. F.
and 14.7 lb. per sq.in,

atm. press.

= 1 kw.-hr.

8= lb. oltygen required.
bydrogen (H).

X diameter

to bum

1 lb.

1.7321* ... !!quare root of 3.

3,415 B.t.u.

1.8" B.t.u.

3.45* lb. steam "f. &; a. 212" per sq.ft ..per
hr. = rated boiler evaporation.

8.025* ( .. square root of 2g) Xsqu.are
root of head (ft.) ... theoretical velocity,
ft. per sec,

34.56 lb ....
gen (H).

0.08073 lb. = wgt. 1 ·cu.ft.air
and 14.7 lb. pet sq.in,

per lb ...

L8· Fahrenheit

1 kg. calorie per kg.

degrees .. 1 Centigrade

degree.
18 ~ mol. wgt. water (H.O).
2.000"

lb. = 1 abort

2'.0355 in.
sq.in,

Hg.

at 32 deg, F.

2,116.3'"

1 lb. per
1 lb. per

lb. per sq.ft. = atm. press.

212· deg. F. ~ boiling point water at atm.

press.
2.2046 lb,.'· = 1 kg.
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wgt. air to burn
.

=

35.314" cu.It.

ton.

2 ..0416 in. Hg. at 62 deg. F.
sq.in.

34

at 62 deg, F. = 1 lb. per

2.545 (2.547) B.t.u. per hr ...

air to burn

carbon,
12

2,24.0· lb. = long ton.

2.309 ft. water
sq.in,

mol. wgt. carbon dioxide (C,O.).

=

0.45359-460

2.3.026" X log",a .. logea.

10.76'1* sq.ft. = 1 sq. meter.

44

1 cu. meter.

3.785·

liters = 1 gal.

39.37-

in ....

3.9683'·

1 meter

Bvt.u,

4,000 B.t.u"
(S).

<=

1 lb. hydro-

8.l-3 (8.3356)

= Wilt. 1 g.a\.. water

at

62 dec. F.
= 100 em.

8,760'" hr ...

1 kg. calorie.

(4,050)

lb.

at 32 deg.

.. cal. val. of sulphur

1 year of 36,S days.

8S· {t.per
(hr.),

sec. (min.)

9- sq.ft.=

1 3Q.yd.

4.32 lb. = wgt. air req. to burn 1 lb. sulphur (S).

0.0929-

0'.433 Ib, per
62 dq.F.

970.4 B.t.u. ,.. Latent
water at 212 deg. F.

sq.in ....

1 ft.

of water

at

sq. meters

... 1 mile per min.

= 1 sq.ft.
heat

of evap,

of

iFO,RMIULAS IF'O',RIDETERMINIING GEAR ,DIMIENSIO'NS
BY M[TiR:IC PITCH
Pitches Commonly

Module is the pitch diameter in mlllimetres divided by the number of teeth in
the gear. Pitch diameter in millimetres is the Module multiplied by the number
of t,eetb in the gear.
M = Module.
D' = The pitch diameter of gear In mlll1metres.
D.. The wnole diameter of gear In millimetres.
N .. The number of teeth. In gear.
D ~ .. The wmklng depth. of teeth.

Used-ModIu'I'e
Mil,llimetr_s

Module

112

to depth for clearance.
D.P. .. Diarnet:ralPitch
Then

3;",

Am.ountadded

M

=!!:'or.
N -

2.6

N

nil

=2M.
=M 1.5708.
_ M 1.5708
10

t

f
M

_25.,!
D.P.

D.P.

= .25,.4

1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25

M.

D' . D
.
=-- .oT=- -2

M

mm.

1

D
N -+ 2

=NM.
= (N +2)

Corl'tlsPGndln!l
[n!lUlh

DI.met,..11
Pi,tch

ThIckness of teeth onpltcll line.

t =
f =

iln

2.75,
3
3.5
4

M

C.S
IS
5.'S
'6

.157 M.

7
8

9
10
111
12
113
114
11S
116

M

The Module is equal to' the part
marked "S," india.gram, measured
in millimetres ,and parts of minimetres.

'SO.800
33. 867
25.400
ZO.lZO
1'6.933
1•. UC
12.100
11.288
1,0',,160
9.236
8.C66,
1.251
6.350
1

6.6«
5.080
•• 618
C.233
3.628
3.115
2.822
2.540

2.300'
2.111
11.'95A:
11.811'
11.'693
11.581

CONV,ERTING METRIC IINTO INCHES
Millimetre!! X .0393,1 = inenes.
Millimetres
+25.4 = inches.
Centimetres
X .39'3·7 = inches.
Centimetres,
+ 2.54 = inches.
Metres X 39'.3·7 = inches. (Act Congress).

Metres, X 3.281 - feet.
Meb",es X 1.094 '= yards.
Kilometres
X .'621 = miles.
Kilomebes
+ U5093 = miles.
Kilometres
X 3280.87 = feet.
Square Millimetres
X .00155 = square inches.
Square Millimetres
+ 645.1.'6 = square inches.
Square Centimetres
X .155 = squ-are inches.
Square Centimetres
+ 6.451= square inches.
Square metres X 10.764 = square feet,
Square Kilometres
X 247.1 =vaeree.
Hectare X 2.471 = acres.
Cubic Centimetres
+ 16.383 = cubic inches.
Cubic Centimetres
+ 3.69 = Fl. drachma (U.S. Phar.)
Cubic Centimetres + 29.57 = FL ounces (U.S. Phar.)
Cubic MetTes X 35.315 = cubic feet.
Cubic Metres X 1..308, = cubic yards.
Cubic Metres X 264.2 = gallons (23,1 cubic inches).
Litres X 61.022 = ,cubic inches (Act Congress).
Litres X 33.84= Rui.d ounce (U.S. Phar.).
Litres X .2'642 ;, gaUans (231 cubic inches),
Litres, +3.7,8 = g.a:)lon8 (231 cubic inches).

Litres -;- 28 ..316 == cu.bi'cfeet.
Hectolitres
X 3.531 = cubic feet.
Heetolitres
X 2'.84 = bushels (H50.42' cubic inches).
Hectolitres X .131 = cubic yards.
Hectolitres
-;- 26.42=
gallon (231 cubic inches).
Grammes X 15.432 = grains (Act Congress).
Grammes -;- 981. = dynes.
Gramrnes (water) + 29'.57 := fluid ounce.
Grammes -;- 28.35 = ounce avoirdupois ...
Grammes per cubic cent .. + 27.7 == lbs, per cu. inch.
Joule X .7373 = foot pounds.
KilO-Krammes X 2.2Cl'46- pounds.
Kilo-grammes
X 35.3 = ounces avoirdupois.
Kilo·.grammes
+ 907.18581 = tons (2000 lbs.) or X
.00U023l.
Kilo-grarnmes per sq. cent. X 14.2:23 = Ibs, per Isq. in.
Kilo-gram-metres
X 7.233 = foot pounds.
Kilo per Metre X .672 = pounds per foot.
Kilo per Cubic Metre X .026 = pounds per cubic ft.
Kilo per Cheval X 2~.235 = pound per H.P.
Kilo-Watts X 1.34 = Horse-Power.

Watts + 746 =' Horse-Power.
+ .7373 = foot pounds per second.
Calorie X 3.968 = B.T.U.
.
Watts

Cheval Vapeur X .9863=
Horse-Power ..
(Centigrade
X 1.8) +32
= degree Fa..hr.
Gravity Paris == 980.94 centimetres
per second.
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Bevel Gear
Development and Testing
Proeedure
The Gleason Works
Rochester, New York

The most conclusive test of bevel and hypoid gears is their
operation under nonna! running conditions in their final
mountings. Testing not only maintains quality and uniformity during manufacture, but also determines if the gears will
be satisfactory for their intended applications.
Gears are checked in the testing machine for the following
conditions: tooth size in relation to a master, or to the mating
member, mounting distance of gear and pinion, the position
of the tooth contact, the quality of the surface finish, the
amount of TOPREM:», the .amount of clearance, visual
eccentricity, tooth spacing errors, and the general running
qualities of the gear and pinion, as well as the axial displacement tolerances of the gear set. Gears are also checked for
bias and profile on the test machine.
Defirulions

It is important

that certain terms be defined before any
testing and development
procedure for bevel g.ears is
presented. (Fig. 1)
Gear - of two gears that run together, the one with the larger
number of teeth hi caned the gear. It is the driven member
of a pair of gears.
Pinion - the member with the smaller number
With miter gears it is the driving member.
Toe -

the portion
the portion

Top -

the upper portion of the tooth surface.

Bottom. Side of Tooth
Left hand spiral
- concave side of tooth.
Right hand spiral - convex side of tooth.
The terms bottom sl'de or top side would always apply to
a specific side, regardless of the hand of spiral, and also with
straight bevel gears. When the foP"TJ.tard side in the testing
machine is running, the rotation of the pinion spindle is
clockwise when: viewed from the source of power, and the
bottom side of the pinion will contact the bottom side of the
gear. When the pinion is running in the reverse direction, the
rotation is counter-clockwise, and the top side of the pinion
will contact the top side of the gear. It would, therefore, be
better t-o refer to bottom side or forward side, and top side
or reverse sjde.
\'Vhen referring to a specific side of the tooth, the terms
drive side or coast side are quite often used, but, unless a
fulTlmowledge of the application is available, these terms

of teeth.

of the tooth surface.

the ncn-contacting

Gear Technology

CONCAVE SIDE
OF TOOTH
FLAI''-

"

...

_--

-~;CEOR TOP

surface at the top of the

Root Land - the non-contacting surface at the bottom of
a tooth space.
Top Side and Bottom SI\1.e- in conventional machines for
producing both straight and curved tooth be-vel gears, the
cutter or cutting tools always operate on the left hand sideof the gear blank as viewed from the front. The term top
refers to the upper side of the tooth in this position, and the
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Top Side of Tooth
Left hand spiral
convex side of tooth.
Right hand spiral ~ concave side of tooth.

of the tooth surface at the outer end.

the lower portion

Top Land tooth.

refers to the lower side.

of the tooth surface at the inner end.

Heel -

Flank -

term bottom

-

---

FLANK

,

-.;-

/ ~

.--

-

CONVEX SIOf
OF TOOTH

Fig. 1

-

'the design of the testing equipment
(P)

=

used.

pinionaxla1 movement. A change in the pinion axial
distance (P) can be made by moving the pinion relative
to the gear. Or, it can be made by moving the gear
relative to the pinion, depending upon the design of
the testin-8 equipment used. (P) is commonly known
as a pinion cone change or a pinion mounting distance

change.
(G) "" gear axial movement. A change in the gear axial
distance (G) can be made by moving the pinion
relative to the gear. Or, it can be made by moving
the gear relative to the pinion, depending upon the
design of the testing equipment used. (G) is cornmordy
known as a backlash change, a gear cone change or
a gear mounting distance change.
EPG Sign Conventions
The readings on all dials on testing machine E, P and G
adjustments should be considered "zero" readings, when the
gears are mounted at the mounting distances and hypoid offset specified on the Summary.

(E + ) indicates an increase in offset.
Fig. 2

would not he specific. Normally the concave side ,of the
pinion is called the drive side and the convex side of the pinion
is called the CVt:l5t side, but in many cases either side may
drive. Also, with straight bevel gears, there is no concave
or convex side, so it again would be difficult to correctly
specify by dri't'e side or coast side.
Right Hand Spiral - when viewed from the front, above
center, the spiral angle of a bevel gear curves to the right.
Left Hand Spiral - when viewed from the front, above
center. the spiral angle of a bevel gear curves to the left.
Clockwise Rotation viewed from the back

the pinion rotates clockwise when

Counter-dod:wise
Rotation - the gear rotates
clockwise when viewed from the back.

counter-

Tooth Contact - the summation of all instantaneous lines
of contact on a tooth surface. Also, the' area on a tooth surface from which marking compound is removed when the
gears are run together in a test machine.
EPC
Tooth contact of mating gear teeth can be positioned by
manipulation 01 tester machine adjustments. The directions
of these movements and their designating letters are shown
in fig. Z. This sketch is of a nypoid pair, but the directions
of the movements are equally applicable to spiral, or straight
bevel gears.
(E) :: movement perpendicular to the gear and pinion axes.
A change in offset (E) can be made by moving the
pinion relative to the gear. Or, it can be made bymoving the gear relative to the pinion. depending upon

(E - )
(P +)
(P - )
(G +)
(G -)

Indicates
indicajes
indicates
Indicates
indicates

a decrease
an increase
a decrease
an increase
a decrease

in offset.
in pinion axial distance.
in pinion axial distance.
in gear axial distance,
in gear axial distance.

V&H
The E &: P check accomplishes the same thing as the former
V & H check. "V" is equivalent to (E) and "H" is eqaivalent
to (P).
Testing Procedures

A. The E & P Check
The E &: P (offset and pinion axial) check is used as a
method of measuring the axial displacement movement required in the test machine, to move the contact from a central profile contact shading out al the toe to a central profile
contact shading out at the heel.
The following can be determined by analysis of the E &:
P check:
1. The total length of contact.
2. The amount and the direction of bias (bias in or bias out).
3. Position of the tooth contact. in relation to correct testing
machine centers.
4. By visual observation of the tooth contact, when 'the heel
and the toe E &: p checks are on the tooth at the same
time, the relative length of the heel and toe contact is determinedand the width of profile can be observed.

5. The approximate

amount

of displacement

tnat the gor

will withstand without causing load concentration.
E &P Check (Left Hand Spiral, Pinion

I

Increase the gear oHset and decrease the pinion axial
distance to move the contact to the toe on the concave side
of the pinion or tu the heel an t.hec:onvex side of the pinion.

---------------------

---_

.. _-------

When moving the contact to the heel on the concave side
of the pinion or to the toe on the convex side of the pinion,
the gear offset is decreased and the pinion axial distance is
increased.

[{ no extra pinions are available, the development must
be made on pinions which are not cut to finish tooth size.
This is done by increasing the testing machine mounting
distances on both members by moving the gear and pinion
cone out until the desired amount of backlash is obtained,

E & P Check (Right Hand Spiral Pinion)

The gel-I/"Qnd pinion cone must be moved Qut iJI proportion
to the numbers of teeth in the two members.

To move the COil tact to the toe en the CD vex side of the
pinion or to the heel on the concave. side of the pinion, the
gear offset is increased, and the pinion axial distance is increased. To move the contact to the heel on tnE:' convex side
of the pinion or toe on the concave side of the pinion, the
gear offset and the pinion axial distance are decreased.

20 X 40 combination - 90" shaft angle - Opening in proportion to the ratio being tested would give a .002" increase
on the gear cone for every .001" increase on the pinion cone.

E & P Example:

Example #2:

TOE

E +3
P -2

HEEL
E-13

TOTAt

P +12

14

16

The preceding example refers to the bottom side because
decreasing the offset of the gear in relation to the pinion {E- ~
Will always move the contact toward the battom heel position. (If the heel value was E + 13, the reference would be
to the top heel position and the offset of the gear would be
increased in relation to the pinion).
A Bias In contact is indicated in the previous E & P example because the total offset value is greater than the total
pinion axial value. In a Bias Out con tad the total offset value
is Jess than the total pinion axial value. The example also
illustrates that the contact would be near the toe, in the center
of the tooth profile, and would have a slight bias in direction.

L.H. Pinion
TOE
E(+l
P(-)

Concave Side
HEEL
TOTAL

8-)
P(+)

Convex Side
HEEL
TOrAt
E(-)
E{+)
P(+)
P(-)

TOE

R.H. Pinion
Concave Side
TOE

HEEL

E{-)
P{ -)

E(+)
P(+)

B. Adjusting

TOTAL

Convex Side

TOE

HEEL

E(+)

E(-}
P,( -)

P( +}

TOTAL

Gear Centers for Development

It is recommended
that extra pinion blanks be made
available for development purposes. One of these should have
teeth cut. to finish size for the first test. When testing the tooth
contact between the gear and the pinion teeth, the gear is
set to its correct mounting distance and held in this position
throughout the development.
1. As the pinion tooth thickness is reduced, the backlashwill
increase, without affecting the nature of the tooth contact. This holds true only if the base on the gear cutting
machine has not been adjusted during development.
2. On right-angle test mac nines, this is done by keeping thepinion cone stationary. On universal testers the gear cone
is kept in a fixed position.
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Example #1:

10 x 30 combination - 90 ~ shaft angle - Increasing the
testing machine mounting distances in proportion to the ratio
being tested would give a .003" increase on ~he gear cone for
every .001" increase on the pinion cone.
On universal test machines (arranged to test gears at any
shaft al1gle), the method for increasing the mounting distances
is controlled by the formula below.

Xc

=

amount

to increase gear axial distance (G +)

Xp

=

amount

to increase pinion axial distance (P+)

Xp

=

Xc

[

cosine of gear pitch angle
cosine of pinion
itch angle

J

Example:
21 x 25 combination, 1420 shaH 3ngle
Gear Pitch Angle"'" 85"10'; cesiaa s= 0.0843
Pinion Pitcli Angle -= 56"S0'; cosine = O.S4n
If the gear axial is moved out 0,013", the pinion axial
must be moved out 0.0l3u x 0.0843
0.5471

=

O.OO2~.

If the pitch angle exceed" 90" (internal gear), the cosine
of the gear pitch angle will be negative, causing the pinion
axial to be moved 11'1 and the gear axial to be moved out.
3. Running at Increased mounting distances, the gears will
show a contact similar to that which they will have when
cut to size, only it wHl be nearer the heel of the tooth.
The final check should be made with both the gear and

pinion at their specified mounting distances ,md backlash.

Cheddng

Baddasn

The te.nn backlash, used in these instructions, refers to normal backlash (backlash in a direction perpendicular to the
tooth surface), To obtain backlash in the plane of rotation,
the {normal) backlash must be divided by the cosine of the
spiral angle times the cosine of the pressure angle.
Bevel gears are cut to have a definite amount of backlash
wnich varies according to the pitch and operating conditions.
Thls.baeklash is necessary for the safe and proper running
of the gears. If there is insufficient backlash, the gears wiU

fig. 3

no"'.

en

be
wear excessively. and possibly -.:me the tooth
surfaces, or even break.. In production testing. bacldash
measuremeftt is used as a gage of tooth thkknese.
Backlash should be rrieasured at the tiahtest point of mesh
with the gears mounted on their correct centerS. To make
this measurement on the testing machine. hold the pinion
solidly apinst rotatfont rigidly mount a di.t Indicator aPnst
a aear tooth being sure that the indicator ...
~
to the tooth surface at the extreme heel. (See Fig. 3.) ThL
baddash wOl than bI! shown by the indicator when the star
is turned back and forth by hand,
BackIaih vllrialion is rrieasured by locating the points of
JNXimuIn and minbnum backlash in the pair gears and 0btaining the difference. For ~on
JHf'B this variation. in
general, ahoaId not exceed o.oor.
After cNckina bacldash by the above JDII!tMd QIl me finally
approved pair of gears, the production control of backlash
may be cbec:ked more easily by the following method:
The approved pair of gears (control gean) are mounted
in the testing machine on their correct centers. The gear is
then moved axially into metal-to-metal contact with the
pinion. The amount of movement from its initial position
is observed. Then, when testing the production gears, move
past the correct centers ~ this same amount.
The axial movement of the gear for 0.001" change in
backlash varies with the pressure angle approximately
as
follows:

Pressure Angle
Axial Movement

of Gear

141/2"

20°

25"

o.oar

0.001S"

o.oor

The foUowins table gives the recomme:nded backlash
fUr gun -.embled ready to run. J.ciklaIh for pitches.
other than those listed, may be obtained by Interpolation.

TABLE OF BACKLASH
Dlametral PJtch' c:
1

2
3

•
6

i,

10
1D and finer

B.cld.sh
0.020" to
0.012" to
0.008" to
0.006" to
0.004" to
0.002" to
0.001" to

0.030"
O.016~

O.01r
0.008"

0.006"
O.lJ04"
0.003"

"

In certain applications,

the backlash tolerance may have
to be altered to meet specific requirements.

Procedure fOr Chtclc1ns the Amount of TOPR£M®
TOPREM 15 a decrease in the pressure angle at the tip of
the cutter blades. This decrease in pressure angle causes more
stock to be removed in the fillet of the tooth when the blades
cut. TOPREM is usually applied to the pinion member to
prevent interferences at the top of the gear tooth during
lapping.
Use a dummy pinion that has been cut to the correct tooth
depdt. small in tooth size, and developed to a full profile contact. Run the gear and pinion together at the correct
theoretic~ mounting distances and note the distance between
the top edge of the contact and the top edge of the tooth.
This is the amount of effective TOPREM.
To measure the amount of effective TOPREM, the following sequence should be followed:
Iricrease the gear axial distance + .010" and run the gears .
.AJIy/Auguit 1986
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If the contact is not to the top edge of
gear tooth, increase the gear axial. distance + .OH)", cbeck again, and if
necessary, increase the gear axial distance at incremenrs of
.000",-untiJ the contact is just to the top edge of the gear tooth.
The amount of increase in the gear axial distance, from the
theoretical mounting distance, is the amount of eHe<:tive
TOPREM, The normal amount of effective TOPREM is between .025" and .03S".

NOTE:
If, after foO/lowingthe above procedure, the check
shows that additiona7 TOP-REM is required, use
a. cutter that has beet! ground to give a greater
amount of TOPREM. This should be done before
changing the depth of the tooth slot becaUS2 of
a possible interierence in the mot.
If less than .025~ effective TOPREM IS noted. recut the
pinion with the depth decreased by .010". Check the pinion
and gear with the gear axial distance decreased to -.03Q" or
-.035" and rotate the gear and pinion slowly. Look for interference at the pinion root radius. If no interference is noted,
the pinions may be cut at the decreased depth. This will give
the maximum amount of effective TOPREM that has been
ground onto the cutter.

they are finish cut completely to ~he ends of the teeth
(rolled out in 'Cutting).
5. Set the test machine to the Average Contact values and
note the lengthwise positioning of the contact on the tooth .
If the contact is closer to the heel, this will show that the
heel portion of the contact is longer than the toe' portion.
6. When the final positioning of the contact has been made
in cutting, the gears must be checked for the following:
a. Whole depth of both pinion and gear.

b. Fins or steps in the root of both pinion and gear.
c. Interference at radii of both pinion and gear.
d. Surface Bnish on both pinion and gear.
e. Amount of effective TOPREM.
f. Possible tooth defects and visual eccentricity.
g. length of contact at toe and heel checks.
h. Final E ok P check for length of contact and proper bias.
i. Profile adjustment and sound at toe, center, and heel.
7. When a production piece is finish cut on one side, it is
important that enough stock be left to completely dean
up the remaining side when it is finish cut to the proper
backlash at the correct mounting distances for both pinion
and gear,

Harde~g~Effed!i
Procedure

for Soft Testing

1. Have a pinion cut small enough to permit running it with
a mating gear at correct mounting distances for both the
gear and pinion.
2. With the gears properly installed in the test machine,
carefully jog the machine and apply a suitable marking
compound to the teeth. Run the machine carcefully without
any brake lead, noting the position of the tooth contact.
H the contact is too far out of position, .any further amount
of running could damage the tooth surfaces.
3. Adjust the test machine. if necessary, to obtain a central
toe contact with central profile. The amount of offset and
pinion axial movement required to properly position the
contact should be recorded. This information is used in
makmg thecorrective changes on the cutting machine.
Recut the pinion. The tooth contact should be in proper
position before making anE ,ok P check.
4. Check the gears for E & P and record the values. Observecenter, heel and toe contacts for width of profile, bias contact, fillet interference and TOPREM. Also make sure that

on the Tooth Contact

When gears are hardened, the spiral teeth have a tendency
to straighten. Since this condition applies to both the gear
and the pinion, the effect is not extreme when the two hardened members are run together. Although the pinion is likely
to change more than the gear, in hypoids, due to having a
longer face and lligher spiral angle, compensating position
changes can be allowed in cuttioo to maintain a correct position and Was after hardening.
Since bias in is introduced in hardening, it is usually
desirable to have a slight amount of bias out in soft gears.
Also due to the straightening tendency of the spiral teeth,
it is sometimes necessary to have the contact central on the
concave side of the pinion and favoring the toe on the convex side of the pinion.
The amount of change can only be determined by trial,
but generally the length of the contact will show approximately one-third less E & P movement and the profile w.ill
normally change from afuU width profile to a narrower profile. This will produce a satisfactory contact with a normal
amount of adjustment.
The contact on the convex side of the pinion will also be
higher after hardening, therefore, it may bedesirable to have
the con tad deeper on the convex side of the soft pinion to
compensate for that change.
Conditions

That Can Be Determined
by a Test Machine

1. Bias in and Blas Out
Bias In ~Fig. 4)
The Ito al offset value in the E &: P check is greater than
Fig.
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fig. 5

the total pinion axial value.
A visual check of bias in can be made as follows:
The contact is diagonal to the pitch line, and on the con-

:OW A 'N,EW HOBBER IFROiM IMIITSU'B,ISH'I,
YOU 'CAN'T 8!EAT IT!' C'OMIPARE AND SEE!

lions. Just inpullhe ;gear and hob data. Tbebuill·
in software will do aU the calculations for you!
You can also save floor space, hence money,with
our machine. It takes onJy 50 sq. rt. or floor
space! Compare it with the others. You'll be sav·
ing 112 to 3/4 of your valuable floor space!'
This is only the beginning! For further details,
call or write us NOW!

In addition to the GA-series CNC gear hobbing
machines which oovers a. range from 10 n 10 40 •
diameter gears, Mitsubishi. is now .announcing the
new high performance GAl!iGNC gear hobber,
Tile GA15CNC isa 6 n machinewitbhohrotalioD
of 1.000rpm and table rotation of 150rpm as standard where ltis an ,option with other manuraeturers, lois enables you to use multiple thread
bobs to.' get higher production rates. Our results
show that the cutting time can be reduced. 10
abellt one half of the ·conventienal machines,
Needless to say, with lhe CNG control fealure,
there are no gears to ,change. Quick change hobs
and ,quick change fLxtures all adds up to quick
cnangeoverlime. Setup, time is reduced to about
one third compared '10 ,conventional machines,
"'MENU" programming is another great featuj',e.
This relieves the operater from tedious calcula-

,
....

Main Specifications

Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

part diameter
pilch
hob diameter

,

hob length

Hob shift
Hob speed
Hob head swivel ,
Tabkl speed .. ,

:

HEAVY INDUSTRIES.

IMitsubishj H~aavy Industries America.lnc.
873 Supreme

Drrve. Bensenville.

IL 60106 Phooe. (312) 8604220

LTID.

5-1. Marunouchi
2-chOme, Chiyoda.)(u, 1Okyo, Japan
Cable .Mdress: HISHIJU TOKYO

Mitsubishii Intar:national! Corporationl
813 Supreme Drive. 8ef1senville. IL 60106 Phone: (312) 1l6IM222

CIRCLE A.-S ON READER REPLY CARD

N

4.7"
7
S"
150 to 1000 rpm
+ 1- 45 deg.
150 rpm
N

Main motor

MI'T'SUBISIHI

6·.optionalB
60P

7.S hp

depth. This condition permits a greater variation in mounting distance, hut results in a noisier pair of gears which will
also have a tendancy to scuff or score at the concentrated
contact points.
In general. gears which have a wide profile before hardening will show a narrower profile after hardening. However r
lapping will generally widen the profile, therefore an attempt
should be made to obtain a profile width in cutting that will
result in the hardened and lapped gears having a good profile adjustment and still be quiet in operation.
Fig. 6

Fig. 7

vex side of the gear tooth it runs from the flank at the toe
to the top at the heel. On the concave side of the gear tooth
the contact runs from the top at the toe to the flank at the

heel.
Bias

()ut

(Fig. 5)

3. Interference

Along Top Edge of Teeth

This condition is caused by an insufficient amount of
backlash. It can be changed by adjusting the backlash when
testing .. Care must be taken not to decrease it too much
because TOPREM interference will be introduced. Decreasing the backlash will also move the contact to the toe on both
sides; on hypoid gears, it will cause the reverse side contact
to be slightly lower on the gear (lameness) after testing.
4. Contact Too long

Of

Too, Short on Either Side

The total offset value in the E & P check is less than the
total pinion axial value.
A visual check of bias out can be made as follows:
The contact is diagonal to the pitch line, and on the convex side of the gear tooth it runs from the top at the toe to
the Rank at the heel. On the concave side of the gear tooth,
the contact runs from the flank at the toe to the top at the

This can be corrected by changing the cutter diameter on
the pinion machine. When lapping, the value of the toe and
heel swing cam settings or E & P settings should be increased on the side that is to be corrected for a long contact. To
make a correction for a short contact the value should be
decreased. (Fig. 8 & Fig. 9)

heeL

5. Crossed Contact

Bias out is often required, in developing the tooth contact,
due to the normal. changes that take place during hardening,
and to allow for the deflections in the mountings when the
gears are in operation. A slight amount of bias in is desirable
after lapping in automotive gears to give a quieter operating
pair of gears. The line of contact as the tooth rolls into and
out of engagement on the concave side of the pinion, starts
in the flank at the heel and rolls out at the top at the toe,
therefore, bias in increases the line of contact. but it wtll also
decrease the amount of pinion mounting adjustment if the
amount of bias in is too great.
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate bias contacts. Regardless of the hand
of spiral on the pinion, bias in will always run from the Rank
at the toe to the top at the heel on the convex side, and from
the top at the toe to the flank at the heel on the concave side.

Changing
the contact
and toward
the contact

the offset setting in the testing machine will cause
to move toward the toe on one side of the tooth
the.heel on the opposite side. At the same time
will move high or deep on the tooth profile in

2. Profile Tooth Contact
The width of the contact (tooth profile) is as important
as the length of the contact. A wide profi1e contact, Fig. 6,
shows a contact covering the full depth of the tooth. Quite
often there is a heavier concentration at the top of the tooth
and in the flank of the tooth with the center of the tooth profile showing a lighter contact.
Too wide iii profile contact is not desirable because even
a slight amount of change in mounting distance would cause
a definite concentration of load either high or deep on the
tooth and may result in noisy gears which might also scuff
or score along the area of concentration.
An extremely narrow profile contact. Fig. 7, shows a narrow concentration of contact in the center of the working
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Fig. 8- Long contact

(fullienglh)

Fig. 10 - Crossed

Fig. 9 - Shurl C ontact

Contact

(continued on page 44)

VIEWPOINT

Table 2 -

(confil'lued from page 5)

Integer
A
4
5
6
7

Dear Editor:
As pointedl out by a reader. the value

of the helix angle in Table I of miY article on ,helical gears in the MarchfApfiil
issue of GEAR TECHNOLOGY should
have been 16.59467687. (helix angle
= arc sin ('11'/1'11. This. incidentally was
a mispr,int in the original publication in
Mac,hine Design..

8

9'
10
1:1.

iz
13

14

HeUx Angles for Exact toads

HeIlx Angle

WI
51.75751851
38.92617544
31.57396132
26.66665193
.23.12254873
20.43018899
18.31006687
16.59467687
15.17685827
13 ..98459310
12 ..96756767

Integer
A

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
.23
.24
25

Helix. Angle
-,Jtl
12.08950814
n.32357080
10'.64.944699
10 ..'05147839
9.51739193
9.03742809
8.60372642
8.20988341
7.85062891
7.52158526
7. 21908SS7
-

Also. please note that I am enclosing
Table 2 which was omitted.
Sincerely.
Eliot K Buckingham. President
Buckingham Assoc .. Inc.
Springfield.

vr

Absorbing End ThIust
Don't Make (,he

Cure Worse than the fIIness
All helical gearrs develop an end
thrust that must be absorbed by a
thrust bearing. angular contact roller
bearfng. or tapered roller bearing. ,If a
thrust bearing is used and the- gear
shafts tum in plain journal bearings.
then a free-bodyforce analysis should
be rnaoe in thegearrs to ensure that !:he
gear blanks do not twist and that the
shafts remain parallel. This analysis
must include all external forces on the
gear shafts and solidly conneaed
elements.,
To overcome the enects of end
thrust. the double-helical
:tor herr[ngboneJI gear was developed. Here.
the thrust from one helix supposedly
balances the thrust from the other
helix. However. even a single pair of
helical gears is difficult to match, so
double helicals ,las ln a herringbone
drivel: are virtually impossible to match.
Usually. one gear lIthe pinion]1 is
allowed
to float and find its own
cemer. But: sinGe this gear ,ismoving axIally. tne loads. on the helixes cannot
be equal.
In a high speed set the mass of the
floating gear often prevents it from
positioning. and one helix absorbs the
fuJI load. This bad situation is further
compounded by the frequent use of
high helix angles [0 increase the
number of teeth in contact. But this
alteration does not necessarily increase
load carrying capacity.

I

F
FETTE PKM polar coordinate mueurtngoentera feature ~
CNC
3D Inspection technlqueethe moll tKhnoIogIcaIly Idvanced .....
8VIlifatH. FETTE IOftwant offera unequalled veraatrllty for ... formI at
gears. hobs. cutterland more. Check these outstanding advantageI:

• Fastest 3-dlmeneionaJ

rneuurlng

InlpeCtlon of all poIma. profHes, and

topography contours using a stylus probe externally or Internally

• 360° rotation of probe head eliminates cosine errors
• User-friendly software. custom tailored to your requirements, auu ....
the ultimate CNC efficiency
• Unparalled positioning accuracy within 4 millionths of In Inch
• Rigid, cast-Iron base has self-dampenlng gussets asaurlng ultimate
accuracy and stability
• Horizontal design and measuring speeds are fully compatible with FMS
and automated manufacturing cells.
We invite you to evaluate the FETTE PKM against any other Inspection
system. Our video action film or a II'M demonatl'lltlon on your component will convince your management. Call or write for additional infof'mation and descriptive literature. FETTE Div. of Saarberg Intertool, Inc.,
P.O. Box 9, Brookfield, WI 53005. Phone 414-783-7606.
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the case of spiral bevel or hypoid gears. The movement will
follow along the tooth in the bias out direction. (Fig. 10)
6. Incorrect

Shaft Angle

The tooth contact on both sides of the tooth win be concentrated at the same end of the tooth. [f the contact is concentrated at the toe the shaft angle is too large. If the contact
is coricentrated at the heel. the shaft angle is too small. It
will be necessary in either case to correct the shaft angle to
obtain the proper tooth contact. (Fig. 11, Fig. 12)
7. Incorrect

Pinion Mounting

Fig. 11- Toe Contact

Fig. 12 - He!!1Contact

Distance

Changing the pinion mounting (axial) distance will cause
the contact to move high or deep on the tooth profile. See
Figs. 13 and 14. Increasing the pinion mounting distance will
move the contact toward the flank of the pinion and high
on the gear. In the case Qf spiral bevel, or hypoid gears, the
contact may also move toward.the heel or toe.
8. Desired Tooth Contact
A localized tooth contact is desirable because it allows for
displacement of the gear under operating loads without causing concentration of the load at the ends of the teeth. It also
permits some variation in the final mountings without effecting the running qualities.
Fig. 15 shows a central toe contact. The contact extends
along approximately one-half the tooth length and is nearer
the toe of the tooth than the heel. The contact is also relieved
slightly along the top and flank of the too th. Under light loads
the contact should be in this position on the tooth.
Fig. 16 shows the same tooth with a contact as it should
be under full load. It snould show slight r-elief at the ends
and along the top and flank of the teeth with no load concentrarionat the extreme edges of the tooth.

Poor finish should not be confused with interferences,
which will also give a rough finish and noisy operation.
Visual observation will show interference as a heavy tooth
contact along the top edge of the teeth on one member and
in the flank of the teeth on the mating member.
Interference lsusually
a result of one of te following
conditions:
1. Teeth cut too shallow.
2. Blanks machmed incorrectly.
3. Fillet radius too Jarge.
4. Tooth profile not completely generated (insufficient generating roll on the cutting machine).
General Testing Information
Increasing the offset (E + ) will move the contact in the bias
out direction on all spiral bevel or hypoid gears regardless
of the hand of the spiral.
Decreasing the offset (E-) in relation to the pinion will
move the contact toward the heel on the bottom side and
toward the toe on the top side.

A. Runout
Runout is characterized by a periodic variation in sound
during each revolution and by the tooth contact shifting progressively around the gear from heel to toe and toe to heel,

B. Tooth Spacing
Too h spacing error is a cumulative error which can build
up around the gear, often causing a large error between the
first and last t.ooth cut. These are known as tooth defa:ts and
are indicated by a knocking sound or a light or heavy tooth
contact on one or more teeth.
Error in spacing and concentricity usually is the result of
faulty arbor equipmenb, improper chucking or inaccurate gear
blanks. These items should be checked before any changes
are made on the cutting machine.

'n~,

~. - ~

fig. 13 - Flank Contact

fig. 14- Top Contact

C. NoiseA poor finish usually results in vibration and increased
noise when the gears are' run together. A visual check will
show a rough or uneven tooth contact. A poor finish is
usually due to improper normalizing of the steel or to a steel
of poor machinability. Poor finish can also result from improper cutting speeds or from dull cutters.
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Fig. 15

Fig. 16
Desired Contact Under Full Load

Decreasing the pinion axial distance (P -) will move the
contact higher on the pinion tooth and lower on the gear
tooth.
Swing movement in the lapping machine wilI move the
contact along the tooth from toe to heel in the bias out direction. the same as the offset movement in the E & P check.
Counter-clockwise swing movement in the lapping machine
win move the contact toward the heel on either side;
clockwise swing movement will move the contact toward the
toe on either side.

Test Machine Adjustments

and Their Efk·ct

on Tooth Contac.ts for Bevel Gears
Movements of the offset and pinion axial settings will move
the tooth contact in the direction indicated in the foHowing
illustrations.

fig. 17-Shifting of tooth contact shows presence of runout. Sound variation also characterizes the existence of runout,
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MECHANICAL EfFICIENCY
OF DIFfERENTIAL GEARING
(continued from page Ip)

2. WHITE, G., "Properties of Differential Transmissions,"
The
Engineer, Technical Contribution
Section, July 28, 1967, pp.
105-111.

no friction loss certainly does not coincide with reality, and
in some cases the analytical results with this assumption will
lead to wrong conclusions. The method introduced in this
article for analyzing efficiency is simple, explicit, and applicable to all differentials with two degrees of freedom.
Although the example given was an input-coupled system,
the principles and formulas are equally applicable to outputcoupled systems.
It has been pointed out that a "basic speed ratio," given
the symbol R; in this article, should be defined in a specific
manner, so that it will express the significant characteristic
features of the differential and be most useful for analysis
and calculation.
The classification system of differential gearing used in this
article is different from conventional. systems such as that
given in the Gear Handbook. (14) This classification is considered advantageous in emphasizing the significant differences of the various design possibilities.
The great number of design possibilities inherent in the use
of differennal gearing has been pointed out, especially if
designs are employed that allow the basic members to interchange positions over the range of operation. Computer-aided
design can be of significant help in developing an optimum
design from the numerous possibilities. A flow chart and summary of an applicable computer program have been
presented.
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How to tell a
troublemaker
from the strong
silent type

With G-AG E'" • the complete line of
gear testing and measurement. equipment and programs
Some of [he nicest looking gears start
whining and grumbling as soon as
they're put to work. And that's one kind
of trouble you want to stop before it
starts. You can - easily and efficiently
- with G-AGE test. and measurement
products from Gleason.
G-AGE is the most complete gear-inspection line of its kind in the world. If
you make or use bevel, hypoid, or helical
gears. there's a G-AGE product for you.
One that will tell you exactly what you
need to know for effective QAJQC
at incoming inspection or at any stage
in gear manufacturing.

The

line includes:
• Rolling contact
checkers for your expert Inspectors.
• A full range of elemental testers to
check tooth position and geometry or
shape.
• Programs for coordinate measuring to
deterrn ine tooth form errors based on
design data and to provide corrective
machine settings.
• Sophisticated single-flank testing systems that let you investigate transmission error and most related parameters
of a. gear or gear pair.
• The ultimate gearQC system - the
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Advanced concepts, baditional
quality. lbat's the new Gleason.
Visit Gleason Boottl #6333 at
1MB '86
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579 Automatic Data Analysis System.
Interfaced with any G-AGE singleflank tester, it automatically interprets
test data to give you more answers,
in more usable form. than any other
system.
G-AGE. is your key to higher quality
gears, less scrap. lower costs, and a
greater degree of control than ever before
possible.
Nobody knows more about gears and
gear testing than Gleason. Let us help
you select the G-AGE equipment or
program you need to eliminate potential
troublemakers before they can start a
rumble. Call 716-473-1000 or write
Gleason Works, 1000 University
Avenue, Rochester, NY 14692. U.S.A

